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ABSTRACT 

 

Researcher  : Nurul Hidayah 

Reg.Number  : 20400115059 

Department  : English Education 

Faculty  : Tarbiyah and Teaching Science 

Title : An Analysis of English Lexical Collocation in 
Transactional Speaking among Students of English 
Education Department at Alauddin State Islamic 
University of Makassar 

Consultant I  : Dr. H. Nur Asik, M.Hum. 

Consultant II  : Dr. Hj. Mardiana, M.Hum. 

  

This study focused on the use of lexical collocations in transactional 

speaking skills of final year students majoring in English at the State Islamic 

University of Alauddin Makassar. This study aimed to determine the ability of 

final year students of the English education study program at UIN Alauddin 

Makassar in using Lexical Collocation and identifiy the type of lexical 

collocation used by final year students of the English education study program at 

UIN Alauddin Makassar in transactional speaking skills. 

The study conducted in Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 

The subject of this study were the final year students of English Education 

Department. These students can be categorized as the intermediate learners of 

English because they took speaking lectures one to three. It was important for 

their collocational knowledge to be native-like. 

This study aimed to determine the ability of the students in using English 

Lexical collocations and identify the types of English lexical collocation they use 

in transactional speaking. This study used a descriptive method. Researcher used 

interview as the data collection tool. Then, the researcher analysed the transcript 

of the interviews. In analysing, researcher determined the collocation words and 

the types too, used Oxford online collocation dictionary to check whether the 

collocation were true or not. 

The findings showed that the final year students of English Education 

Department at Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar used English 

lexical collocations in their transactional speaking. Researcher found 179 English 

lexical collocations are used by the students. 81 of those collocations are correct. 

Researcher also found that they used four types from total 6 types (based on 

Benson&Ilson) of English lexical collocation which they tend to use the type 1 

than the other types. The study therefore suggested that the teacher and students 

should more concerned about the collocational knowledge in this case lexical 

collocation.  



 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In this chapter, researcher explained about the reason to choose the 

topic of the research or the background, then about research problem, research 

objective, research significances, research focus and description. For more detail 

explanation can be seen below.  

  

A. Background  

Speaking is one of the important skills for students who learn English 

specifically for English Education Department students’. Students need to 

speak English with the lecturers and the other students to practice their spoken 

English. Therefore, they can speak fluently.  

Many people say or think that the students from English Education 

Department are the students who can speak English better than the students 

from another majors. This is the general reason about why English Education 

students have to concern their speaking skills, this assumption is true, but it 

cannot be an absolute reason to make all students of English Education 

Department are fluent in spoken English, because many factors affect the 

students in speaking English. To conclude, speaking is useful for the students to 

speak with other people such as their friends, lecturers, and native speakers to 

improve their speaking skills. 

The importance of improving the speaking skills is also demonstrated 

in the Qur’an Surah Al Qashas verse 33-35 as follows:  

1 
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Meaning: 

 “He said, “My Lord, indeed, I killed from among them someone, and I fear 

they will kill me.” 

“And my brother Aaron is more fluent than me in tongue, so send him with 

me as support, verifying me. Indeed, I fear they will deny me.” 

“[ Allah ] said, “We will strengthen your arm through your brother and 

grant you both supremacy so they will not reach you. [It will be] through 

Our signs; you and those who follow you will be the predominant.” 

[ source: https://quran.com/28 ] 

These verses contain information about the worry of Prophet Musa 

a.s. when he receive the command from Allah to fight the ruthless Firaun. Musa 

a.s. did not want to escape from the responsibility of da'wah assigned by his 

Lord, but he wanted to get things that could help him in carrying out his duties 

and overcome all obstacles that would hinder his da'wah. Therefore Musa a.s 

told his All-Knowing Lord that he left the kingdom of Pharaoh out of fear of 

his injustice and oppression of his soldiers, because he had killed one of them 

and the news of this incident had spread to all corners of the land, if they saw it 

they would surely would kill him in retaliation for the murder he accidentally 

committed. Therefore, Prophet Musa a.s. need help from others, his brother 

Aaron. He choose Aaron because, “… he is more fluent (speaking) than I am… 

to justify my words… (Quran verse 28:34). This verse explain that the ability 

to speak clearly, fluence is very necessary for the perfection of communication. 

https://quran.com/28
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The English students must be able to speak in English. In other 

words, the speaking skill is needed. Therefore, communication in English 

between the students either with other students or the lecturers is important 

and it can be the exercise to be native-like. They have to practice more often 

inside or outside the classroom to improve their speaking skills. 

One of the ways to be native-like is learning about collocation. In 

speaking, most of the native-speakers use collocation. As Altuwairesh state 

that “researchers agree that collocational knowledge is part of the native-

speakers’ competence (McCarthy, 1990; Nesselhauf, 2003).” Therefore, based 

on Hammadi state that “…collocations have to be highlighted when teaching 

English as a foreign language because collocational input leads to improve 

students’ fluency …,” the English learners will be easier to be native-like.  

As a matter of fact, students in English Education Department have 

ever learnt about English collocation. But, the lecturers mostly do not 

emphasize it as an important thing to raise students’ vocabulary. As Hammadi 

F Z (2015) state that both of learners and teacher is less concern to the English 

collocation. Hence, they product wrong words formation for example “fast 

train” (a collocation); the “fast” is the collocation of train and if the “train” fit 

with “quick”, it would not sound natural. 

Based on the researcher's experience while studying at the 

Department of English Education, many students make mistakes in forming 

words when they speak. This might happened because the influence of the 

mother tongue, Indonesian language. As May Fan (2009) stated that using of 

collocation by the second English learners is less than English native speakers 

and they are having difficulties on using collocation properly. Fan also found 

that there are influence for the collocation words forming with the mother 
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tongue of the second English learners. Therefore, as the second English 

learners, the students of English Education Department speak English but they 

use the style of speak in Indonesian language, their mother tongue. 

As Kaharuddin (2018) states that, “Learners commonly memorize 

two types of vocabulary words i.e. content words and function words. These 

two words are used to help learners to convey their ideas in English. Content of 

words can often be identified as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. 

Collocation include in content of words.”  

As Nation (2000) also states that, “…collocational knowledge is 

importat for developing both fluency and accuracy.” 

Therefore by learning collocation, students can express what they are 

feeling and tell their friends with their own styles in spoken English because 

using collocation is one of ways to improve vocabularies, it will make students 

become more fluent in English.  

There are seven types of collocation when students want to 

understand about collocation, those are verb plus adverb, verb plus preposition, 

noun plus noun, adjective plus noun, adverb plus adjective, verb plus noun, and 

noun plus verb.  

As Mc Carthy (1991) also states that, “Most are already in agreement 

that vocabulary is a rather catch-all term and what we need to do at this point is 

to look at some of the specific relationship between vocabulary choice, context 

(in the sense of situation in which the discourse is produced) and co-text (the 

actual text surrounding any given lexical item).”  

From the statement co-text more refers to collocation that is 

knowledge about two words or more that is matched together and used it in 

spoken or written English.  
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Collocation is really helps students to fluent their English because by 

knowing collocation, they can produce words cohesion. These are researchers’ 

statements about collocation for the EFL students. The first, Mrs. Hammadi 

Fatima Zohra (2015) states that the common learning strategy of the students 

used is about synonym. It affects the collocation structure be ungrammatical 

collocations, this problem has encountered by the Arab EFL learners (Farghal & 

Obidiet, 1995) and Boonyasaquan in Mrs. Hammadi Fatima Zohra (2015) 

discovered that Thai EFL learners rely on synonymy strategy, the learners use 

their mother tongue language pattern of collocation in English language, 

especially when it relates to adjectives-noun combination leading to problem in 

collocations. Synonymy strategy is a strategy used by learners to make it easier 

for themselves to form words using the patterns of their mother tongue. Thus, 

synonymy is one of the major sources of miscollocation (Guo, 2009). Next, 

collocation is necessary to be successful in learning English as the second 

learner and can be native-like. But, the advanced students hard to master about 

collocation too. They are also hard to differentiate between the collocational 

restrictions between the L1 and the L2 (Elahe Attar and Hamid Allami (2013). 

Their object in the research is Iranian EFL learners. The last, based on the 

researcher experience, there were many students lacked of collocation 

knowledge. This happened when the English Education Department students 

presented their material but use wrong collocation. Their lecturer concern about 

it and suggest to learn about English collocation. Therefore, they can be more 

native-like especially in speaking English. The students who did the same 

mistake in collocation was not only once but many times. Even, the lecturer 

found the mistakes in their English speaking and writing.  
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The important thing that the researcher underlined here was that 

most EFL students in any country, especially in Indonesia at the Department of 

English Education at the State Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar, made 

the same mistake in using collocations. One possibility that caused this case to 

occur was that they do not recognize collocations. Then, the researcher was 

interested in showing the importance of collocation and making collocation 

familiar to English students. Here, the researcher analyzed the collocation of 

English in speaking, especially in transactional speaking. In this case, the 

researcher interviewed final year students majoring in English Education at 

Alauddin State Islamic University Makassar to find out whether final year 

students use lexical collocation or not.  

The researchers interested in analyzing about their skills of using 

English collocation in speaking because researcher thought that speaking was 

more often used by students in daily life, in the formal or informal situation, 

and the first insight that people pay attention was their spoken English. 

Therefore, the researcher presented the research about analyzing the English 

lexical collocation in students’ transactional speaking skills among students of 

English education department at Alauddin State Islamic University of 

Makassar. 

B. Research Problem 

The objective of this research were to identify the English lexical 

collocation words from the seventh semester students’ transactional speaking at 

English Education Department. Therefore, reasearcher formulated three 

research questions as follow: 
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1. Do the final year students of English Education Department use lexical 

collocations in their transactional speaking?  

2. What are the kinds of lexical collocation types that appeared in students’ 

transactional speaking at English Education Department?  

3. What are the students’ error lexical collocation in their transactional 

speaking? 

C. Research Objectives 

Based on the research problems above, the objective of this research 

are: 

1. To find out whether or not students use English lexical collocation and  

2. To identify kinds of English lexical collocation that it is found in 

students’ transactional speaking. 

3. To identify students’ mistake in using lexical collocation in transactional 

speaking. 

D. Research Significances 

By conducting this research, the researcher hoped wholeheartedly that 

the significances in the using of collocation in spoken English of the students of 

English Education Department as follows: 

 

1. Theoretical Significance 

This study described the types of lexical collocations that students 

used in spoken English in transactional speaking. Therefore, the researcher 
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expected the findings of this study to be an explicit reference for increasing 

students' vocabulary in spoken English. 

2. Practical Significance 

This research served three practical significances in spoken English in 

transactional speaking. Those were the students, teacher and the other researcher.  

a. Significance for the Students 

The researcher hoped that the students realized the benefit of 

lexical collocational knowledge to improve them in spoken English 

especially in transactional speaking. The students learn more about 

lexical collocation if they want to be more fluently or native-like when 

speaking English.  

b. Significance for the lecturer 

The researcher hoped that they used this as a reference to take 

action to teach the students about lexical collocation to help students 

improve their vocabularies especially for speaking. Morover, the lecturer 

can input lexical collocation material in their lesson plan as the part of the 

speaking subject or the other subject too that has relation with the skill of 

speaking.  

c. Significance for the other researcher 

The researcher hoped that this research can be a good reference for 

the next research that concerned about students’ transactional speaking 

skills especially about the lexical collocation.  
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E. Research Focus and Description 

This research focused on the types of lexical collocation. That was 

the lexical collocation that students used when they speak English. Here the 

researcher explained the description of the key terms to understand the topic of 

this study easily as follows:  

1. The Analysis 

The word “analysis” have similar words based on Cambridge 

thesaurus dictionary. From the dictionary, the researcher took the word 

“search” to make a comprehensible meaning. Search means to find something, 

in this case, to find the words of English lexical collocation in students 

transactional speaking. 

2. English Collocation 

English collocation is two English words fit together or the words 

that is paired together. These words look similar with phrase but it is not 

because it has its own rules. Those rules are different with the phrase rules. 

This is also one of reason that collocation can be stated as unique words.  

3. English Lexical Collocation 

English lexical collocation is one of kinds of English collocation. 

This type of collocation consist of two class of words or content of words. 

There six type of English Lexical Collocation. 
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4. English Education Department 

English Education Department is one of major in a university that 

focusing on the study of English for Education. The students of this 

department are taught about English and how to teach it in the future. This 

department is one of the favourite department in State Islamic University of 

Alauddin Makassar, therefore it is quite challenging to enter this department.  



 

CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter contain about the explanation of some previouse related 

research findings, some pertinent ideas, and the conceptual framework. Here, 

researcher explained about the findings of the previous other researcher, the 

definition of some terms in this research or the theories that related with this 

research, and the last was the explanation about the conceptual framework.  

A. Previous Related Research Findings 

There are some researchers have the same topic that can support this 

research. The findings of the other researchers can be seen as follow: 

The first, Xiujuan Zhou (2016) conducted the research under the title 

“A Corpus-Based on High Frecuency Verb Collocation in the Case of “HAVE” 

shows that most of the Chinese non-English major learners use the collocation 

have. They use low collocation types because they are affected by their mother 

tongue and overgeneralization. 

The second, May Fan (2009) conducted the research under the title 

“An exploratory study of collocational use by ESL students – A task based 

approach” shows that through their writing task, Hong Kong ESL students have 

lower collocational competence than the native-speaker British students because 

the collocation indeed still problematic by the second learners. Here, the ESL are 

also affected by their mother tongue. 

The third, Maria Moreno Jaen (2007) conducted the research under 

the title “A Corpus-driven of a Test for Assessing the ESL Collocational 

Competence of University Students” shows that the ESL students have lower 

10 
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productive collocational competence than the receptive collocational 

competence. The researcher do the research using the corpus based – data 

provided by the Bank of English and the British National Corpus. 

The fourth, Elahe Movahediyan Attar (2013) conducted the research 

under the title “The Effects of Teaching Lexical Collocations on Speaking 

Ability of Iranian EFL Learners” shows that teaching the Iranian students about 

lexical collocation have positive effects and can increase students’ collocational 

knowledge on speaking. 

The fifth, Suthatip Thongvitit and Narathip Thumawongsa (2017) 

conducted the research under the title “A Corpus-Based Study of English 

Collocations Found in the Abstracts of Research Articles Written by Thai EFL 

Writers” shows that noun + preposition and adjective + noun collocation 

(grammatical and lexical collocations) is used the most often by the Thai EFL 

writers from their abstract of their articles writing. There is the most often 

misused of the collocation, those are noun + preposition and verb + noun 

collocations (Grammatical and lexical collocations). 

Here, the researcher wants to describe shortly about the research that 

be conducted. The researcher analyze the understanding of the collocational 

knowledge through the types of collocation that students use in spoken English 

as the second learner because there is still no researcher do this research in 

Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar especially in English Education 

Department. 
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B. Some Pertinent Ideas 

1. Definition of Speaking Skills 

There are many definitions of speaking that have been proposed by 

some experts. Speaking is a productive language skill (Siahaan, 2008:95). It 

means that speaking is a person‟s skills to produce sounds that exists at the 

meaning and be understood by other people, so that able to create of good 

communication. Furthermore, speaking is the use of language to communicate 

with other (Fulcher, 2003:23). It means that this activity involves two or more 

people in whom the participants are both hearers and speakers having to react 

to whatever they hear and make their contribution a high speed, so each 

participant has intention or a set of intention that he wants. So, the English 

teacher should active the students speaking ability by providing communicative 

language activities and interesting media in the classroom and then giving them 

the opportunities to practice their speaking skill as much as possible. 

According to (Bailey, 2000:25), speaking is a process of  

interaction where speakers intend to build meaning through producing, 

receiving and processing information. It means through the communication, 

when people using their own way to speak or choose words, people can 

understand each other. They can share many things about interesting thing or 

something that it is important to be talk about. 

From those theories, it can be concluded that speaking skill is related 

to communication. Speaking is a skill to use a language appropriately to 

express someone’s ideas, opinions, or feelings in order to give or get 

information and knowledge from other people who do communication. 
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2. Component of Speaking Skills 

a. Pronunciation 

It alludes to "the way for students to deliver the expression of 

words obviously when they are speaking" (Kline, 1998, p. 69). In a similar 

way, "English elocution doesn't add up to dominance of a rundown of 

sounds or secluded words. All things considered, it adds up to learning and 

rehearsing the explicitly English method of making a speaker's musings 

simple to follow" (Gilbert, 2008, p. 1). That is, elocution exemplifies a 

bunch of perspectives, in particular, stress, pitch, volume, and discourse 

pace that permit correspondence when at least two speakers collaborate. 

b. Grammar 

It is needed for the students to organize sentences in a fitting 

manner when they trade thoughts both in composed and oral structures. 

Williams (2008) states that "syntax is the proper investigation of the 

design of a language and portrays how words fit together in significant 

developments" (p.2). All in all, it is to satisfy with right examples of a 

language to have an unmistakable conveyance of the message 

c. Vocabulary 

‘Vocabullary can be characterized as the expressions of a 

language, including single things and expressions or pieces of a few words 

which pass on a specific importance, the manner in which individual words 

do’ (Lessard, 2013, p. 2). In like manner, vocabullary manages words we 

impart in oral and composed structure. Open jargon alludes to the words we 

perceive through perusing and tuning in. Useful vocabullary is identified 

with the words we use to move data through composition and speaking 
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(Lehr, Osborn, and Hiebert, 2004). In short, vocabullary is the lexicon that 

students need to send and comprehend open expectations. 

d. Fluency 

It typically has to do with communicating oral language in a 

decent speed without interference. In educating and learning measure, if 

the educator needs to actually look at understudies' familiarity, "the 

instructor permits understudies to communicate unreservedly without 

interference. The point is to assist understudies with talking smoothly and 

without any problem. The educator doesn't right quickly while the thought 

being that an excessive amount of remedy meddles with the progression of 

discussion" (Pollard, 2008, p. 16). This implies that there ought to be a 

sensible method to give students criticism or revision when talking not to 

break the progression of the discourse. Similarly, to impart easily, a few 

understudies delay to stay away from syntactic mistakes, make some bogus 

beginnings, reformulate sentences, build expressions, and handle trades to 

keep in a proportional correspondence (CEFW, 2016). 

e. Interaction 

It assumes a significant part in correspondence since 

understudies investigate different structures to trade thoughts. They break 

down, make, dispatch, and decipher verbal and nonverbal messages. Thus, 

Brown (2007) proclaims that "connection is a community trade of 

considerations, sentiments, or thoughts between at least two individuals, 

bringing about a corresponding impact on one another" (p.212). In like 

way, Rivas (as refered to in Brown, 2007): "Through connection, 

understudies can build their language store as they pay attention to or read 

legitimate etymological material, or even the yield of their kindred 
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understudy in conversation, dramas, joint critical thinking assignments, or 

discourse diaries" (p.213). Subsequently, connection assists students with 

trading musings, sentiments, feelings, and learn new data. 

3. Type of Speaking Skills  

Based on the function, there are sorts of type on spoken English or 

English speaking skills. The first, interactional speaking, the second, 

transactional speaking, and the last, speaking performance (Richards, 2008). 

Beside, Brown and Yule (1983 in Nunan, 1989) stated that there are two 

fundamental types of functions of speaking, those are transactional and 

interactional. Yet, the reasearcher focused on the transactional speaking only. 

Furthermore, the explanation about the interactional speaking, transactional 

speaking, and performance speaking can be seen below. 

1. Interactional Speaking  

a. Definition of Interactional Speaking 

Interactional speaking or speaking as interaction means the 

speaking that it functioned to deliver speaking in social interaction to 

build interpersonal relationship. Brown and Yule (1983) stated that the 

conversation may be either casual or more formal and it depends on the 

circumstances, their nature has been well described too. 
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b. The Main Features of Interactional Speaking  

Based on Brown and Yule (1983) served some features in 

interactional speaking. Those are: 

1) Focussed on social function 

2) Represents  role relationships 

3) Represents speaker’s identity 

4) May be formal or casual 

5) Uses conversational conventions 

6) Reflects degrees of politeness 

7) Applies many generic words  

8) Uses conversational register 

9) Well constructed 

c. Some Skills needed in Interactional Speaking  

Richards (2008, p.23) served some skills in interactional 

speaking. Those are: 

1) Opening and closing conversations 

2) Choosing  topics 

3) Making a small talk 

4) Joking 

5) Recounting personal incidents and experiences  

6) Turn taking 

7) Using adjacency pairs 

8) Interrupting 
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9) Reacting to others 

10) Using an appropriate style of speaking 

2. Transactional Speaking Skills 

a. Definition of Transactional Speaking Skills 

Course Transactional speaking skills is the skills of speaking 

that noticed the meaning of the messages and the way of the speaker state 

the thoughts therefore it can be understood easily by the hearer. (Richards 

(2008:25).  Transactional speaking is also the medium level of skills for the 

English second learners. 

b. The Main Features of Transactional Speaking 

According to Richards (2008:25) there are some main features 

of Transactional Speaking. It can be seen as follow: 

1) The functions to give and take information. 

2) It notice the message when communicate. 

3) Participants use their own way to understand each other. 

4) It needs more questions, repetitions, checks for comprehension. 

5) Sometimes there are ideas negotiation. 

6) Language accuracy is not always important. 

 

c. Some skills needed in transactional speaking 

According to Richards (2008:27), there are some skills that is 

needed when speaking as transaction as follow: 
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1) Explain an intention. 

2) Describe something. 

3) Ask questions. 

4) Ask for clarification. 

5) Confirm information. 

6) Justify an opinion. 

7) Make suggestions. 

8) Clarify understanding. 

9) Make comparisons. 

10) Agree and disagree. 

 

3. Speaking Performance 

Speaking performance refers to the public speaking that it is used 

to transmit information to the audience. The example of this kind of 

speaking skill are classroom presentation, public announcements, and 

speeches. For more explanation about this, can be seen as follows. 

a. Types of Speaking Performance 

According to Brown (2004),  there are five types of speaking 

performance. There are imitative, intensive, responsive, interactive, and 

expansive in speaking performance kinds.  

1. Imitative 

Imitative is the ability to imitate a word or phrase or a 

sentence. This type is like parrot which imitate the sounds.  
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2. Intensive 

Intensive is the type of speaking that assessment the 

context of production in competences grammatical, phrasal, lexical and 

phonological. And the kind test of this types is directed response tasks, 

sentence or dialogue completion tasks and oral questioner and picture 

cued tasks. 

3. Responsive 

The responsive types is assessing tasks interactions, it such 

as question and answer, paraphrasing, giving instructions and 

directions, test of spoken English (TSE). 

4. Interactive 

This type is including the tasks that involve long stretches 

of interactive discourse it such as interviews, role play, discussion, 

games. And this type has long duration but less interaction such as 

speeches, telling longer stories, and extended explanation. However 

researcher use intensive type because this type suitable by the 

technique which the researcher used in this research because 

transactional also one of form that can be included in this part too. 

5. Expansive 

Expansive speaking tasks involve complex and relative 

stretches of discourse. The variations of this type on monologues, it 

such as oral presentation, picture-cued storytelling, retelling a story, 

new event and translation. All the types above can be used in the 

classroom. 

b. The factor influencing the speaking performance 

The factors are grouped into two types. They are: 
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1. Internal Factors 

The ability of the students and the psychological aspects of 

the students included in this internal factor. As it name ‘internal 

factor’ it means the factor that appears from the students itself.  There 

are some factors: 

a. Psychology 

The psycholody factor that is refered here, as cited in 

(Schwartz, 2005); and (Chandraloka, 2016) is anxiety. Talk 

about anxiety of the students, it is about the less confidence of 

the students that appeared because they have problems about 

their self-esteem, self-confidence, knowledge, and belief in their 

capabilities, they always afraid to fail in everything they do 

because they always afraid to make a mistake. In opposite, the 

other students who has good self esteem, or self confidence, they 

has positive reflection on themselves and improve their language 

learning. 

b. Language Competence 

It refers to the practical using of the language in the 

concrete situation. Begin from fluency, intonation, 

pronunciation, grammar usage, and vocabulary are covered in 

speaking performance and students has to master it. 

c. Topical Knowledge  

It is defined as knowledge structures in long-term 

memory Bachman, L.F., & Palmer (2010) as cited in Tuan & Mai 

(2015). Topical knowledge is the competence of the students 

that they can integrate what they know and the actual life then it 
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enables them to use the proper language. Hence it can make them 

easier when speak in real life and do not feel difficult that caused 

by anxiety.  

2. External Factors 

There are some external factors discussed. 

a. Performance Condition 

According to Nation & Newton (2009) said, 

undoubtedly, performance conditions can affect speaking. The 

condition cover the pressure of time; planning, performance 

standard, and the number of support.   

b. The environment of learning  

A good language environment can influence students’ 

learning interest. The more active of using English in learning 

process can help them become more fluent in speaking. Another 

statement that suitable with this, Minghe & Yuan (2013), 

“another eternal factor affecting the learners’ skill in oral Egnlish 

learing is unsupported learning environment.   

c. Speaking problems  

There two factors here, linguistic and non-linguistic 

problems. There are pronunctiation, vocabulary, and grammar 

included in linguistic problems while in non-liguistic problems 

covers on inhibition, less topic to say, low or uneven 

participation and mother tongue use.  
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4. English Collocation 

a. Definition of English Collocation 

English collocation is the collocation in English language. 

English collocation is used to differ the collocation of the mother tongue of 

the second learners. According to Lewis (1997), collocation is a form of 

words that already fit together consistently or it has co-occurrence. The 

combinations of any word that do not have co-occurrence are not classified 

as collocations. 

According to Benson et al. (1986) and Lewis (2000), there are 

two categories of collocations divide it into two major groups. Those are 

lexical and grammatical collocations. The combination of two content 

words between nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are included in lexical 

collocation. There are some types of the lexical collocation, adjective-noun 

(ex. Verbal communication), verb-adverb (ex. Examine thoroughly), and 

verb-noun (conduct research). 

According to scholars such as Pawley and Syder (1983) and 

Wray (2002), collocations was important in second language or foreign 

language context as they help students become more fluency in English and 

more native-like. Therefore, the students also will be easy to remember and 

use the words. A collocation sometimes called as word pairing, the words 

that is used together. The example of the collocation are “make tea” and 

“do homework.” (James, 1998). 
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b. Types of Lexical Collocation 

Benson (1986) defined lexical collocations as phrases 

consisting of dominant words (noun, adjective, verb and a preposition). 

Noun is a word to state a person, place, things, or ideas.  They are in contrast to 

grammatical collocations, and normally do not contain prepositions, 

infinitives, or clauses. Typical lexical collocations consist of sixes sub-

categories: 

1) Type 1 ( Adjective + Noun ) 

The adjective is a word which describes or modifies a 

noun or pronoun. Beautiful girl, Handsome boy, Good job, Sweet 

orange, Heavy smoker, Curry favor, High probability, Stale food, 

Tall body, American people, hard life, hard time, 

Example : He has been a heavy smoker and drinker all his adult 

life. They have a hard life and worked for a hard time. We don’t 

have hard evidence that they had used hard drugs.  

2) Type 2 ( Verb + Noun )  

a) Verb (Usually transitive) + Noun/pronoun (or prepositional 

phrase)  

Collocation is called CA Collocation because they 

consist of a verb denoting creation or activation and a noun/ a 

pronoun. For example: (denoting creation) come to an 
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agreement, compose music. (denoting activation) set an 

alarm, launch a missile. 

b) Verb (Meaning eradication and or nullification) + Noun 

This lexical collocation combination is called EN 

(eradication and or nullification) collocation. For example: 

reject an appeal, revoke a license, annual a marriage, and with 

draw an offer. Some verbs denoting similar meaning and that 

can be used with large number nouns are considered as free 

combination. For example: the verb destroy can combine with 

almost any nouns denoting physical objects: village, school, 

document, etc. 

3) Type 3 ( Noun + Verb ) 

The verb names an action characteristic of the person or 

things designated by the noun. Example: lions roar, cooks crow, 

bees’ sting, baby sucks, hens hats, ball rolls. 

4) Type 4 ( adverb + adjective ) 

These are the examples of adverb modifies adjective :  

- Absolutely wrong That is Absolutely wrong opinion. 

- Completely disappointed She look Completely disappointed. 

- Extremely difficult The test was Extremely difficult  
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5) Type 5 ( Verb + adverb ) 

These are the examples of verb and adverb collocation : 

- She dresses beautifully 

-He drives dangerously 

-Thoroughly disapprove 

- Fully understand  

6) Type 6 ( Noun + noun ) Collocation: 

Noun and noun collocation is a kind of words 

combination that sound nature to native speakers. The phrase 

“food stamp “does not sound natural for people who speak English 

all theist love. The correct one will be “food coupon” 

- World capital   - blood vessel 

- Ticket seller   - animal fat 

- Food chain   - life cycle 

- Food coupon   - research project 

c. Learners’ Problems about Collocation  

Jamesas as cited in Carter, (2011), agrees that the correct usage 

of collocations "contributes greatly to one's idiomaticity and native 

likeness." Taiwo as cited in Darunee, (2015), sees lexical errors and 
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grammatical errors as equally important. Sonaiya goes even further to say 

that lexical errors are more serious because effective communication 

depends on the choice of words. Mahmoud’s study shows that most of the 

collocations produced by students in his study were lexical and most of the 

grammatical and lexical collocations detected are incorrect. 

Collocation problems are largely connected to the students' 

attempts to write creatively in L2. The students still need to improve their 

grammar as the framework in writing, which seems to be a part of their 

incapacity for allowing creativeness now. Boonyasaquan summarized the 

characteristics of collocation that lead to L2 errors as follows: 

1) Collocations are frequent co-occurrences of items between 

which no word can be added. For example, in knife and fork, it 

is very unusual to add a word to this collocation like, knife, 

spoon, and fork. 

2) Collocations consist of components that cannot be replaced 

by a synonym or word of similar meaning. For example John 

makes a cake; but not John makes a pancake.  

3) Collocations are binomials that cannot be reversed. The order 

of the parts of collocation is more or less fixed, for example, 

bread and butter, not butter and bread.  

4) Learners may have intralinguas problems. For example, 

instead of doing homework, they might incorrectly use 

making homework.  
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5) When learners learn words through definitions, their chances 

of using appropriate collocations or remembering the words 

decrease. 

6) When students read texts, they may not recognize 

collocations as meaning full phrases, which would inhibit 

their understanding of the text. To recap, ESL/EFL learners 

do have problems in producing 

d. The Importance of Collocation in EFL/ESL Education 

Since the middle of the 20th century, the power of syntactic 

rules has been one of the captivations of many scholars, especially those 

following the Chomsky an approach. According to Pawley & Syder as cited 

in Hama, (2010), it has been accepted that one of the main parts of the 

language learners’ tasks is to learn structures of rules that form infinite set 

of sentences in the language, and to distinguish those infinite sentences 

from ungrammatical structures. 

The other statement from Benson & Ilson, they have 

acknowledged the necessity of studying English collocations as an integral 

part of language teaching. This specifically has pushed materials designers 

to take this phenomenon into consideration while designing language 

teaching/learning materials. Brown, for example, suggested the 

incorporation of collocations in the EFL/ESL classrooms. She claims that 

learning collocations not only increases EFL/ESL learners’ collocation 

competence, but also improves their oral fluency, listening comprehension, 

and reading speed. It has also been suggested that one of the basic reasons 
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that EFL learners often find listening and reading difficult is due to the 

density of collocations. 

According to Pawley & Syder, one of the major secrets behind 

the fluencyof native speakers’ language is the ready-made prefabricated 

units in their minds. Another claim is made by Carter and McCarthy who 

state that “students do not have to reconstruct the language each time 

when they want to say something; instead, they can use these collocations 

as pre-packaged building blocks”. Sometimes students, who are insufficient 

in collocation knowledge, stop in the middle of the conversation because 

they cannot find suitable phrases for conveying their messages. This is also 

acknowledged by Hill who claims that collocations make thinking easier 

because they allow us to "identify and produce complex ideas without 

using all our brain space to focus on the form of the words”.Moreover, Hill 

in his article states that “students with good ideas often lose grades 

because they do not know the four or five most important collocations of a 

key word that is central to what they are writing [or speaking] about”. 

Therefore, collocations always can be used as ready-made phrases for 

expressing various ideas.  

The knowledge and the capability of using collocations are 

essential for language learners and for the naturalness of language. 

Unfortunately, however, language learners, even advanced ones also face 

considerable difficulties in using collocations correctly. 
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C. Conceptual Framework 

Figure 2.1: Conceptual Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English education students are the students who learn English. One 

of the result of study English is speak fluently. Therefore they are taught about 

speaking and vocabulary subject at the early semesters. Then, there are a part of 

speaking and vocabulary subject discussed about collocation. 

Speaking Skills 

Transactional Speaking 

Types of Lexical Collocation 

Students Teacher 

Lexical Collocation 

Lesson plan/Sylabus 
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Talk about speaking, there are some skills. The speaking skills that 

researcher focused on was only about transactional speaking. English collocation 

is the word pairing with the other words. Talk about collocation is the same with 

talk about vocabulary which it can increase students’ vocabularies or ways to be 

used when speaking. It can easier students to speak English, to express what the 

students want to talk about. While speaking, it has two functions. According to 

Kaharuddin (2014) the functions of speaking are speaking as interaction, 

transaction and speaking as performance. Speaking as transaction can be found in 

real social lives for instance in conversation or dialogue or other terms it is called 

classroom conversations and casual conversation. Speaking as transaction 

focused to ‘what is said or done’ then the information that it was obtained from 

the conversation would be a quite long explanation. Aside, the speaking as 

interaction usually shorter than speaking as transaction because it focuses to 

encourage the interpersonal relationship between the people who do conversation 

while the speaking as transaction is semi formal conversation.  

There are many skills neeeded when speaking, included collocation, 

as the micro-skills of speaking (Brown, 2004). Furthermore, Brown said, 

collocations is one of important thing for the EFL learners. Based on the 

conceptual framework above, researcher looked for the words of collocations 

especially lexical collocation in students transactional speaking that it was taken 

from the interview transcription. Then the researcher looked for about the kinds 

of lexical collocation that they used when they speak.  In the other side, 

researcher used oxford online collocation dictionary to help the researcher in 

determining the words and the types of the lexical collocation. With this 

dictionary, the researcher can knew exactly the words that it was collocate with 

and the lexical of those words and found the error lexical collocation. Through 
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these steps, the researcher can find out the lexical collocation that final year 

students’ used in transactional speaking and what type of the lexical collocation 

that students used too. Then identified the mistakes in using the lexical 

collocation that the students make. 

At the end, this showed about how many types lexical collocation 

that students used. This was used too to show to the students and teachers that 

lexical collocation was important to be taught or learnt in Speaking lecture. 

Moreover, as the previous explanation, actually collocation or especially lexical 

collocation is important to increase students’ fluency in not only speaking, but 

also their listening and reading speed. In other hand, this research can be used a 

proof about how the students used the lexical collocation in their transactional 

speaking then researcher hoped that the teacher can take action to teach the 

students about this materials, and for the students also can be more motivated to 

increase their collocation words.  Therefore, they can learned about it from the 

teacher or the other sources such as from their friend who had interest to 

collocation or from dictionaries, hard paper dictionaries or digital dictionaries, 

etc.  
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 
 

In this chapter the researcher explain about the research method. In 

the research method, there are some parts, research method, research setting and 

subject, research instruments, data collection procedure, and data analysis 

technique. For more explanation can be seen as follows. 

 

A. Research Method 

In general, there are three types of research that researchers can do, 

namely qualitative research, quantitative research, and action research. This 

study aims to analyze the use of English lexical collocation in transactional 

speaking among students of English education department at Alauddin State 

Islamic University of Makassar. Of course, it is more suitable to use qualitative 

studies. 

Qualitative research is basically interpretive. This means that the 

research is used as the interpretation of the data. This research is qualitative. 

Qualitative is research that explores a phenomenon by describing it in non-

numeric language in a scientific context and paradigm. 

In contrast to quantitative research which is identical to using 

numerical language. According to Creswell, qualitative research is a means to 

explore and understand the meaning described by individuals or groups of a 

social or human problem. The research process involves questions and 

procedures that arise, data is usually collected in a participant setting, data 

analysis is constructed inductively from specific themes to general themes, and 

the researcher makes interpretations of the meaning of the data.  

32 
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The final written report has a flexible structure. In this study, the researcher 

considers the phenomenon of the effective domain in language learning. The researcher 

has used a qualitative approach to investigate and analyze students' abilities about 

collocation in transactional speaking skills. This research was conducted at the 

Department of English Education, Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 

B. Research Setting and Subject 

The setting of this research was conducted at the State Islamic 

University of Alauddin Makassar on April 2020 until Mei 2021. In this study, the 

researcher used research subjects, the subject is defined as an individual who 

participates in a research study or a person from whom data is collected. As 

Sugiono (2017:117) said that population is generalization area, consists of 

objects or subjects with specific qualities and characteristics set by the 

researcher to be studied and drawn conclusions then.  

The subjects of this study were final year students of the English 

Education Department batch 2017 at Alauddin State Islamic University of 

Makassar.  The respondent were consist of 20 students, more specificly they 

were consists of 19 women and 1 man. They were chosen by their lecture, that 

they had given the speaking one until three lectures and discourse analysis at 

their early semester. Therefore, they learnt about how to speak in English and 

discussed about collocation in discourse analysis lecture at previous.  

C. Research Instruments 

Creswell said that “in many qualitative studies, inquires collect 

multiple forms of data and send a considerable time in the natural setting 
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gathering information”. Therefore, the data was gained through several 

techniques in triangulation as follows: 

 

a) Documentation 

Documentation in this research aims to prove authenticity of 

the data. The documentation was used to support to describe the data 

in the research. Documentation can be in from of all documents that 

those are collected as data such as: transcript of interview, and 

photograph during process of the research.  

b) Interview 

Interview is a meeting of two persons to excahange 

information and idea through question and responses, resulting in 

communication and joint construction of meaning about a particular 

topic. From the quotations, it can be noted that what the data must 

be memorized and controlled over the line of questioning. The 

researcher used the depth interview, by the reason that the 

participants are not equally as the interviewer. Hence, they be enjoy 

to answer the questions. The researcher use open-ended questions. In 

the open ended-questions, the researcher varies some questions in the 

form of 5W/1H questions that allow the participants answer in free 

thought, suggestions, and detailed answer. As it was explained by 

Creswell “these interviews involve unstructured and generally open-

ended questions that are few in number and intended to elicit views 

and opinions from the participants”. 
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D. Data Collection Procedures 

Here the steps of collecting the data that the researcher did in the 

research are as follows: 

1. Documentation 

The researcher took the data transcript from the students 

transactional speaking that it was taken from the interviews. 

Transcription one of the documents. The other was documentation 

about how the interview conducted or the photograph. Another form of 

documentation was the recording of the interviews. 

2. Interview 

The researcher used interview guide because researcher 

provided some questions in some topics. The interview questions 

consisted of 18 number to gain students spoken English to get their 

transactional speaking, in this case transactional speaking. The 

interview questions types were open-ended question and it required 

thought or ideas from the respondents.  

The researcher did not interview the students by face to face 

because of the pandemic. The students did not study in the classroom, 

but online learning. Therefore, the researcher did the interview by 

telephone call by number phone than interview through online in social 

media because most of them lived in rural areas and had bad network. 

But, some of (small amount) the respondents who had a good network, 

they were interviewed by online in social media such as Whatsapp.  
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From the interviews, it was obtained the transactional speaking 

of the respondents, it was transformed to a transcription. The 

transcription was analysed to looked for the English lexical collocation 

and its types.  

 

E. Data Analysis Technique  

 

Data analysis in qualitative research is used when data collection 

takes place. Miles and Huberman (2014) explain that activities in qualitative 

data analysis are used interactively and continue until they are finished, 

therefore the data is saturated. Activities in analyzing the data are 

mentioned with the following explanation:  

a) Data Collection 

It is the first step in conducting the qualitative research. 

The researcher gathered the information as many as possible. In this 

case the researcher gained the information from the students’analysis 

collocation by using interview. Then researcher made a transcription of 

the interview. 

b) Data Condensation 

Data condensation is the process of selecting, focusing, 

simplifying, abstracting, and transforming the information that appear 

in the full corpus (body) of written-up field notes, interview 

transcripts, documents, and other empirical materials. The data can be 

stronger by condensing by the researcher. 
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c) Data Display 

Data display is the presentation of the information that was 

done in short essay, draft, relationship among the catagory, flowchart 

and etc. The display should be able to describe the content of the entire 

data.  

d) Conclusion 

Conclusion include drawing and verifying. It is the process 

of elaborating with length argumentation and review of the conducted 

research. The researcher took the important thing from all the 

explanation and presented it in brief explanation or some points.  
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

  

This chapter present the research findings and discussions based on 

data collected from the final year students majoring in English. This chapter 

showed transactional speaking among students of English Education Department 

at Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar in using the lexical collocation 

and determined the kind of lexical collocation types that students at English 

Education department used in their transactional speaking skills. For more 

explanation, it can be seen as follows. 

 

1. English Lexical Collocation in Students Transactional Speaking 

In this research, the researcher analysed the lexical collocation  and 

types of lexical collocation in the  students’ transactional speaking.  The  

researcher   analyzed  20 students’  at  the final year of English department of 

Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. In analyzing the types of 

students’ collocation in their transactional speaking skills, the researcher used 

transcription of the interview that it was used to analyze the lexical collocation 

of the students’ used when they speak. It was found that students used 

collocation when they speak.  

The researcher found 81 students' lexical collocations in transactional 

speaking from 179 lexical collocations used by final year students majoring in 

English Education at Alauddin State Islamic University Makassar in the 

interview procession with the researcher. This was caused by the repetition of 

the use of collocation by students in the interview procession. In addition, the 

frequency of lexical collocations usage by final year students was still very small 
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when it viewed from the overall transactional conversation that occured. From 

about 31 sentences spoken by students in answering the 18 questions, the used of 

lexical collocations only ranged from 9-27 words, this data can be seen in 

Appendix 2.  

These results indicated that lexical collocations were not commonly 

used by final year students. As May Fan (2009) said that it is quite difficult 

indeed for the second learners to use collocation because when they speak they 

still affected by the mother tongue. This statement also supported by the Xiujuan 

Zhou (2016) statement that second learners still affected by theit mother tongue 

and overgeneralisation. This was also because the students’ knowledge about 

lexical collocation was less, as Lewis (1993) cited by Siwi Karmadi Kurniasih, 

“one element of a collocation pair may be strong, perhaps almost uniquely, 

suggesting that this degree of fixedness is non-reciprocal.” 

2. English Lexical Collocation Types  

Lexical collocations are classified into six types, namely type 1 

(adjective + noun), type 2 (verb + noun), type 3 (noun + verb), type 4 (adverb + 

adjective), type 5 (verb + adverb) and type 6 (noun + noun). Based on the data in 

Appendix 2 of 179 lexical collocations used by the final year students at the 

Department of English Education, Alauddin State Islamic University of 

Makassar. It can be seen that students used lexical collocation in general. 

Specificly, they used the type one mostly than the other types instead the other 

typyes in their sentences or utterances. For the other types, they used them less 

than the amount of the type one and more than the type three. More detaile 100 

of those lexical collocation were type 1 were forty one , then type 2 is twenty 

seven, type 3 is not used at all by students, type 4 is 1, type 5 is two, and type 6 

is 6 times. 
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Based on the using of interview, there are students’ lexical 

collocations, those are: 

 

1. English Lexical Collocation type 1 [Adjective+Noun]  

 

No Words Headword Pattern 

1 Bad weather Weather Bad (Adjective) + Weather (Noun) 

2 Beautiful City City Beautiful (Adjective) + City (Noun) 

3 Beautiful place Place Beautiful (Adjective) + Place (Noun) 

4 Best friends Friends Best (Adjective) + Friends (Noun) 

5 Boarding House  House Rented (Adjective) + House (Noun) 

6 Capital city City Capital (Adjective) + City (Noun)  

7 Capital town Town Capital (Adjective) + Town (Noun) 

8 Central city City Central (Adjective) + City (Noun) 

9 Cold weather Weather Cold (Adjective) + Weather (Noun) 

10 Compulsory 

subject 

Subject Compulsory (Adjective) + Subject 

(Noun) 

11 Cool Place  Place Beautiful (Adjective) + Place (Noun) 

12 Difficultest 

subject  

Subject Difficultest (Adjective) + Subject 

(Noun) 

13 Early morning Morning Early (Adjective) + Morning (Noun) 

14 English teacher Teacher English (Adjective) + Teacher (Noun) 

15 Every time Time Every (Adjective) + Time (Noun) 

16 Family member Family Family (Adjective) + Member (Noun) 

17 Final year Final Last (Adjective) + Year (Noun) 

18 Foreign language Language Foreign (Adjective) + Language (Noun) 
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19 Fried rice Rice Fried (Adjective) + Rice (Noun) 

20 Free time Time Free (Adjective) + Time (Noun) 

21 Future goal  Goal Future (Adjective) + Goal (Noun) 

22 Hard choice Choice Hard (Adjective) + Choice (Noun) 

23 History teacher Teacher History (Adjective) + Teacher (Noun) 

24 Interesting place Place Interesting (Adjective) + Place (Noun) 

25 Largest city City Largest (Adjective) + City (Noun) 

26 Long term Term Long (Adjective) + Term (Noun) 

27 Long time Time Long (Adjective) + Time (Noun) 

28 Main Goal Goal Main (Adjective) + Goal (Noun) 

29 Male friend Friend Male (Adjective) + Friend (Noun) 

30 Modern era Era Modern (Adjective) + Era (Noun) 

31 Native speaker Speaker Native (Adjective) + Speaker (Noun) 

32 Natural beauty Beauty Natural (Adjective) + Beauty (Noun) 

33 New information Information New (Adjective) + Information (Noun) 

34 Professional 

teacher 

Teacher Professional (Adjective) + Teacher 

(Noun) 

35 Public places Places Public (Adjective) + Places (Noun) 

36 Peaceful 

Atmosphere  

Atmosphere Peaceful (Adjective) + Atmosphere 

(Noun) 

37 Quality time Time Quality (Adjective) + Time (Noun) 

38 Small town Town Small (Adjective) + Town (Noun) 

39 Spare time Time Spare (Adjective) + Time (Noun) 

40 Sunday evening Sunday Sunday (Adjective) + Evening (Noun) 

41 Three times Times Three (Adjective) + Times (Noun) 

42 Introvert person Person Introvert (Adjective) + Person (Noun) 
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43 Learned language Language Learned (Adjective) + Language 

(Noun) 

44 Rented house House Rented (Adjective) + House (Noun) 

 

This type of collocation, many words of this lexical types were found 

in students transactional speaking. It can be seen from the table above that 

students looked easier use this type because this was the higher amount of lexical 

types that students used. As Zareian et.al (2015) conducted research about 

lexical collocation especially adjective plus noun types, there was a high 

frequency of this collocation types used by Iranian EFL learners. This is the same 

as the findings in this research, adjective plus noun types of collocation words 

are the highest amount than other types of lexical collocation.  

 

2. English Lexical Collocation type 2 [Verb+Noun] 

 

No Words Headword Pattern 

1 Balance of 

the weather 

Weather Balance (Verb) + Weather (Noun) 

2 Have time Have Have (Verb) + Time (Noun) 

3 Learn new 

language 

Language Learn (Verb) + Language (Noun) 

4 Spend my 

time 

Spend Spend (Verb) + Time (Noun) 

5 Have any 

schedule 

Have Have (Verb) + Any Schedule (Noun) 

6 Have many Have Have (Verb) + Many Places (Noun) 
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places 

7 Learn about 

Indonesian 

language 

Learn Learn (Verb) + About Indonesian 

Language (Noun) 

8 Learn about 

Islamic 

Learn Learn (Verb) + About Islamic (Noun) 

9 Learn many 

skills 

Learn Learn (Verb) + Many Skills (Noun) 

10 Listening to 

music 

Listening Listening (Verb) + Music (Noun) 

11 Make videos Make Make (Verb) + Videos (Noun) 

12 Take a nap Take Take (Verb) + A Nap (Noun) 

13 Take 

inspiration 

Take Take (Verb) + Inspiration (Noun) 

14 Talk about 

the subject 

Talk Talk (Verb) + The Subject (Noun) 

15 Turning on 

the music 

Turning Turning (Verb) + on The Music (Noun) 

16 Waste my 

time 

Waste Waste (Verb) + My Time (Noun) 

17 Watch music 

video 

Watch Watch (Verb) + Music Video (Noun) 

18 Watch TV Watch Watch (Verb) + TV (Noun) 

19 Watch video Watch Watch (Verb) + Video (Noun) 

20 Watching 

Indian movie 

Watch Watching (Verb) + Korean Indian Movie 

(Noun) 
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21 Watching 

Korean 

drama 

Watch Watching (Verb) + Korean Drama Movie 

(Noun) 

22 Watching 

movie 

Watch Watching (Verb) + Movie (Noun) 

23 Climb the 

tree 

Climb Climb (Verb) + The Tree (Noun) 

24 Enjoy the 

moment 

Enjoy Enjoy (Verb) + Moment (Noun) 

 

In this type, there is twenty four words of lexical collocation. This 

type was also one of the lexical type that students’ often to used in their 

speaking. This type took place at the second after the type 1 (adjective plus 

noun) if the amount of those collocation types were compared. Some of words 

from students transactional speaking have the same verbs but different words’ 

partner such as verb ‘watch’, there are students use word ‘watch’ (the verb) with 

Korean drama (the adverb), ‘watch’ with Indian movie. Too, from the twenty 

two words of this type of collocation, mostly students use word ‘watch’ (the 

verb) from their transactional speaking. 

 This type has less amount of the lexical collocation than the type 

one, adjective noun combination. In lined with this findings, Rasmatmur (2019) 

state that verb noun combination is more problematic for the English students 

than the adjective noun combination of the collocation.   
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3. English Lexical Collocation type 3 [Noun+Verb] 

There were no lexical collocation type 3 was found in students 

transactional speaking, as Suhardijanto et.al that study about the collocation 

by the English learners of Indonesian that determining which words can be 

collocated with is not an easy task. For the native speakers, collocation is 

natural, but, for language learners, it often makes them feel frustrated (Wray, 

2002; Wang, J.T. & Good, R.L., 2007). 

 

4. English Lexical Collocation type 4 [Adverb+Adjective] 

There were not any collocation found in this type. It meant that 

students did not use this type of collocation in they spoken English. As 

Yalmiadi (2016) that also studied about the using of collocations that 

students still misused the pattern of this type of lexical collocations. In this 

research, the students were still uncommon with this lexical collocation type 

because none of this type were found. 

 

5. English Lexical Collocation type 5 [Verb+Adverb] 

 

No Words Headword Pattern 

1 Apply or 

looking for a 

new job 

Apply / 

Look 

Apply Or Looking (Verb) + For A 

New Job (Adverb) 

2 Be alone Be Be (Verb) + Alone (Adverb) 

 

There were some collocation words of the type 5, verb plus 

adverb. There were only three collocation in this type. There were 
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headwords, those were ‘job’ and ‘alone’ that it included in verb lexical of 

words. In other side, the adverb lexical of words that matched with those 

verbs were ‘apply or looking’ and ‘be.’ 

6. English Lexical Collocation type 6 [Noun+Noun] 

 

No Words Headword Pattern 

1 Arabic language Language Arabic (Noun) + Language (Noun) 

2 Draft proposal Draft Draft (Noun) + Proposal (Noun) 

3 Home town Town Home (Noun) + Town (Noun) 

4 House wife Wife House (Noun) + Wife (Noun) 

5 Indonesian 

Embassy 

Embassy Indonesian (Noun) + Embassy (Noun) 

6 Mother five times Mother Mother (Noun) + Five Times (Noun) 

There were six lexical collocation this type where there were no 

same headwords of each collocation in their transactional speaking. This 

type of lexical collocation consisted of noun-noun combination which this 

combination helped the students to express about something such as matter 

or people when they spoke. In other hand, this lexical collocation words was 

also the part of vocabulary which Lessard (2013) stated that vocabulary 

included in language expression to state about everything.  

Based on the data above, the researcher concluded that students 

needed to improve their understanding of various types of lexical 

collocations. Hence, in the future, they can use it while speaking English 

because lexical collocations are very useful in transactional speaking. In 

lined with Brown statement, learning collcocations not only increases 
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58%
31%

8% 3%0%0%

The usage of Lexical Collocation Types

Type 1 Type 2 Type 6 Type 5 Type 4 Type 3

EFL/ESL learners’ collocation competence, but also it improves their oral 

fluency (speaking), listening comprehension, and reading speed.  

The results of this analysis indicated that the usage of 6 types of 

lexical collocations, final year students majoring in English Education at State 

Islamic University of Alauddin Makassar only used 4 types in their transactional 

speaking. This can be shown as the following graph: 

Figure 2: The types of students’ lexical collocation in transactional speaking.  

Based on the graph above, students tend to use type 1 lexical 

collocation in (oral) transactional speaking skills. It was explained that there 

were 58% lexical collocation type 1 (Adjective+Noun), 31% lexical collocation 

type 2 (Verb+Noun), 0% lexical collocation type 3 (Noun+Verb), 0% lexical 

collocation type 4 (Adverb+Adjective), 3% lexical collocation type 5 

(Verb+Adverb) and 8% lexical collocation type 6 (Noun+Noun) in their 

transactional speaking. 

From the using of lexical collocation by the last year students of 

English Education Department at Alauddin State Islamic University, they mostly 
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used the type one which the pattern adjective plus noun. In other hand, it was 

found that they easier to express ideas when describing something. Then the 

second lexical collocation, many of them use it was the type 2. It was also 

followed with the other types but only a small amount of the lexical collocation, 

it was type 6, type 5, type 4, then the last was type 3 which there was no 

students use this type 3 at all at their transactional speaking. 

More explanation, for the beginning, researcher wanted to talk about 

the correct collocation of this type because there were incorrect lexical 

collocations too in here and those incorrect lexical collocation would be 

discussed in the next explanation. From first table, researcher found twenty two 

headwords that each headwords collocated with some other words. For instance, 

the headword ‘time’ collocated with ‘three’ then built a lexical collocation ‘three 

times.’ Another words were paired with ‘time’ were ‘every,’ ‘free,’ ‘long,’ 

‘quality,’ ‘spare.’ This headword, time, had the most pairing words than the 

other headwords in this type 1 of lexical collocation. The next headword of 

lexical collocation, ‘city’ was the second word that it had many pairing words. 

Those are ‘beautiful,’ ‘capital,’ ‘central,’ ‘largest.’ For the headwords ‘place’ has 

three collocation words. Those are ‘cool,’ ‘interesting,’ and ‘public.’ Next, the 

headwords ‘teacher’ has three collocation words too, ‘professional,’ ‘history,’ 

and ‘English.’ The headwords ‘weather,’ ‘friends,’ ‘town,’ and ‘goal,’ each of 

them have 2 collocation words. The headword of ‘bad,’ and ‘cold’ is ‘weather.’ 

Next, the headword of ‘best,’ and ‘male’ is ‘friend’. Then, the headword of 

‘small,’ and ‘capital’ is ‘town.’ There are ‘future’ and ‘main’ that those collocate 

with ‘goal.’ For the other headwords but time, city, place, teacher, weather, 

friend, town, and goal, they only have one collocation word. Those are ‘morning’ 

collocates with ‘early,’ ‘house’ collocates with ‘boarding,’ ‘family’ collocate 
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with ‘member,’ ‘final’ collocate with ‘year,’ ‘language’ collocates with ‘foreign,’ 

‘rice’ collocates with ‘fried,’ choice’ collocates with ‘hard,’ ‘term’ collocates 

with ‘long,’ ‘era’ collocates with ‘modern,’ ‘speaker’ collocates with ‘native,’ 

‘beauty’ collocates with ‘natural,’ atmosphere’ collocates with ‘peaceful,’ 

‘Sunday’ collocates with ‘evening,’ and the last headword ‘information’ 

collocates with ‘new.’  

It can be concluded that students had a good skill in using lexical 

collocation type 1 in their transactional speaking. Same as this findings, Suthatip 

et.al (2017) found that most of students in Thailand use the adjective plus noun 

collocation most than other type of the lexical collocation. It looked easier for 

the students in this research to use lexical collocation type 1 because they can 

used one headword with some collocations that collocated with the headword. 

For instance, the headword ‘time’ they produced ‘every time,’ ‘free time,’ ‘long 

time,’ ‘quality time,’ ‘spare time,’ and ‘three time.’ This appropriate with the 

Carter and McCarthy statement, “students do not have to reconstruct the 

language each time when they want to say something; instead, they can use these 

collocations as pre-packaged building blocks.” They used the words to expressed 

ideas with using chunk word or lexical collocation, such as the words ‘time’ that 

it had six collocated words, or there were six words fitted with word ‘time.’ 

Aside from Carter and McCarthy, Hills stated that collocation made thinking 

easier to utter words, she stated that with using collocation, it can allowed us to 

“identify and produce complex ideas without using all of our brain space to focus 

on the form of the words.” In other hand, by using lexical collocation especially 

type 1, students communicated easier to express about something or describe 

something. This was really helped students became more fluency and more 
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native-like when speaking English especially in transactional speaking (Pawley 

and Syder (1983), Wray (2002).   

There were headwords that it had only one collocated words found in 

this research that students used in their transactional speaking in this type 1 of 

lexical collocation. For instance, the headword ‘speaker’ only collocated with 

‘native’ then the lexical collocation words were ‘native speaker.’ Same as with 

other headwords such as ‘morning,’ ‘house,’ ‘family,’ ‘final,’ ‘language,’ ‘rice,’ 

‘choice,’ ‘term,’ ‘era,’ ‘speaker,’ ‘beauty,’ ‘atmosphere,’ ‘Sunday,’ and 

‘information, each of these words had one collocated word. It can be seen that 

the students had limited words in using those words that it only had one 

collocated word. In sum, the type 1 of lexical collocation had a high frequent 

words found. It meant students easier used this type of lexical and also meant 

that students easier to express when they wanted to describe something when 

their spoken English as stated before that the adjective plus noun words 

functioned to describe things.  

From the second table, there were one hadwords had students used 

the words with many collocates words. It was word ‘watch’ paired with ‘music 

video,’ ‘TV,’ ‘video,’ ‘Indian movie,’ ‘Korean drama,’ and ‘movie.’ From these 

collocations, actually most of the collocated words that paired with ‘watch’ were 

moslt had the same meaning. It expressed about a movie. These collocations 

were found from the students utterences when they were asked about their spare 

time activities. Then, it described that most of students liked to watch movie. 

Therefore the collocation appeared was ‘watch.’ The second position, ‘learn’ and 

‘have.’ These headwords, each of them had three collocated words. While the 

other headwords had two or one collocated words. This type two of lexical 

collocation was the verb plus noun pattern. It only 27 lexical collocation of this 
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type that was found, meant that this type had less usage than the type one. As 

Rasmatmur (2019) stated that this type indeed more problematic than the 

adjective plus noun lexical collocation for the English students.  

The problematic for the students was not only for the type two, but 

also the type three. Which there were no lexical collocation for noun plus verb 

found in their transactional speaking. Wray (2002), Wang et.al (2007) stated that 

this collocation is natural for the native speakers but it often make English 

learners feel frustrated. While Sudahardijanto studied too about collocation used 

by the English learners of Indonesian was not an easy task. 

There were only one collocation that of the type four that was found. 

Because the students, as Rasmatmur (2019), Wray (2002), Wang et.al (2007), 

they stated that it hard for the English learners to use collocation than the native 

speaker. The same problem in this type because there were no many lexical 

colloation that was found here. 

The same problem for the next type, type five. For the pattern verb 

plus adverb, the students only used two lexical collocation. Same as the 

statements of the theorist and previous researcher, the English learners in this 

case students of English Education had to make a great effort to use lexical 

collocation especially in their transactional speaking. This was also supported by 

the statements of Wang et.al (2007), Rasmatmur (2019), and Wray (2002) at the 

previouse explanation.  

For the last type of lexical collocation that it found in this research 

was the noun plus noun pattern. Such as ‘Indonesian Embassy,’ the headwords is 

‘embassy.’ It only had one collocated word found in their transactional speaking. 

It was also the same with other headwords in this type, had one collocated word. 

It meant that students still had limited vocabulary, therefore they only paired one 
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headword with one collocated word. Opposite with these students, the native 

speakers have rich vocabularies. As Siahaan (2008) stated that lexical collocation 

is a productive skills where most of native speakers have this skill than the 

learners of English.  

 

3. Error Lexical Collocation 

 

No Incorrect 

lexical 

collocation 

Headword Pattern  

(Type of lexical collocation) 

Suggested 

lexical 

collocation 

1 Boarding 

House 

House Boarding (Adjective) + House 

(Noun) 

(Type 1) 

Rented 

House 

2 Cool Place Place Cool (Adjective) + Place 

(Noun) 

(Type 1) 

Beautiful 

Place 

3 Difficultest 

subject 

Subject Difficultest (Adjective) + 

Subject (Noun) 

(Type 1) 

Difficult 

subject 

4 Future goal Goal Future (Adjective) + Goal 

(Noun) 

(Type 1) 

Long-term 

goal 

5 Peaceful 

Atmosphere 

Peaceful 

Atmosphere 

Peaceful (Adjective) + 

Atmosphere (Noun) 

(Type 1) 

Relaxed 

Atmosphere 

Beside the types of lexical collocation that researcher explained 

before, there were some incorrect lexical collocation did by the students. The 

wrong collocation appeared because students had intralingual problems that 

affected the way they expressed the ‘rented house.’ This is one of characteristic 

that lead students of L2 errors in using the collocation by Boonyasaquan. This 

was also faced by the students in this findings. 

There was ‘cool place’ as phrase, not a collocation. But from the 

words, the students meant to explain about a place that it was a really good 

place. Therefore if the phrase was changed to be collocation, then it could be 
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‘beautiful place’ because in the collocation dictionary, the word ‘place’ collocate 

with ‘great/good/beautiful/nice.’ The word ‘beautiful’ were more suitable with 

the word ‘place’ because the word ‘beautiful’ was also can changed the word 

‘cool.’ Therefore, the correct collocation is ‘beautiful place.’ It can be seen that 

from this collocation, the words ‘cool’ and ‘beautiful’ had similar meaning, but 

the word ‘beautiful’ if it collocate with the word ‘place’ it cannot be replaced to 

be the word ‘cool.’ This incorrect collocation happened because the students had 

intralinguas problem, therefore they preferred to say ‘cool place’ instead 

‘beautiful place.  

The other words, ‘peaceful atmosphere.’ It is an incorrect collocation 

because ‘atmosphere’ is not collocate with ‘peaceful’. Here the students meant to 

say a very good condition with the clear air that make them feel relax. The word 

‘atmosphere’ is suitable with words such as ‘calm/relaxed/pleasant/warm’ but the 

closest word that the students meant to, is word ‘relaxed.’ Therefore the correct 

collocation can be ‘relaxed atmosphere.’ 

The words ‘boarding house.’ It is an incorrect collocation. Actually 

the students wanted to explain about the house that they have to pay before they 

live in the house. But, the correct collocation is ‘rented house.’  

As yet, from Boonyasaquan statements, there are some obstacles that 

students faced in using collocation. One of them is the students learn the words 

through the definitions, it makes them have low capability in using appropriate 

collocations or remembering the words. This obstacle can lead students error in 

using collocations appear when they speak. 

The incorrect collocations were ‘difficultest subject’ and ‘exactly 

vocabulary.’ For the collocation ‘difficultest subject,’ students meant to say they 

had hardest one of subject that they learnt. Then, the correct collocation they 
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meant, ‘difficult subject.’ If they wanted to express that the subject that they 

learnt was more complex learning, they can added words ‘the most,’ then it can 

be ‘the most difficult subject.’ More specific, this collocation was incorrect 

because the word ‘difficult’ was added suffix ‘-est’ which there were no rule or 

pattern in grammar of English that combined word ‘difficult’ with suffix ‘-est.’ 

Even though the students wanted to say or express something that had a high 

level of difficulty, they just can added ‘more’ or ‘the most’ before the word 

‘difficult.’ 

Generally, the students have the same problem in using the 

collocation, they had intralingual problems that caused them to produce wrong 

collocations. Some problem about intralinguals such as overgeneralisation such 

as the word ‘difficultest,’ they overgeneralize to add ‘–est’ at the end of the word 

‘difficult.’  

Other intralingual problem, students did not follow the pattern of the 

collocation such as change one of a paired words (James), the words that build a 

collocation based on the rules of lexical collocation. For instance, when someone 

wanted to say a house that it was need to pay first before someone can  live at 

the house, the right collocation was ‘rented house,’ both of the words match each 

other, if one of the words was changed with the non-collocate words, it was no a 

collocation anymore.  

There were problem that the students fail to apply the pattern or the 

rules completely (Richard). In this findings, there was incorrect collocation such 

‘rent house.’ There were students meant to say ‘rented house’ but they failed to 

apply the correct pattern, it resulted ‘rent house’ when they spoke English. As 

Mahmoud’s studied, indeed most of collocation produced by the students were 

lexical and most grammatical collocation detected were incorect. 
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In sum, there were various usage of lexical collocation by the 

students. Most of them had rich lexical collocation words at the type of adjective 

plus noun. That lexical collocation were used to explain or express when 

someone describing something. Where the second type was also almost reach the 

amount of the type one lexical collocation words that students used in their 

transactional speaking. While the other only a little usage, limited words, even 

there were no used of lexical type 3 at all. This meant that students have to learn 

more about lexical collocation that it can helped students have various and easy 

ways to express or to talk about everything especially in their transactional 

speaking.  

This also showed that it is important to teach about lexical 

collocation for the students. Beside students can express various ways for the 

various ideas with using lexical collocation, they also can be more native-like if 

they use it when speaking. Therefore, even there is still no complete or detail 

material about collocation taught to the students, the students can learn about it 

by themselves, because in this era 4.0 has sophisticated technology, there are 

many feauture to learn from the internet from the technology. Other benefit of 

the collocation, by leaning collocation not only increase EFL/ESL learners’ 

collocation competence, but it also improves students’ oral fluency, listening 

comprehension, and reading speed.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSSION AND SUGGESTION 

In this chapter, the exploration shuts the theory with ends, ideas and 

shutting. As can be seen below the explanation of the conclusion and suggestion. 

A. Conclussion 

Based on data analysis and discussion of research data, researchers 

generally can conclude that final year students of the Department of English 

Education at Alauddin State Islamic University Makassar used lexical 

collocation in their transactional speaking skills. 

Based on the data, the students had long sentences with rich 

vocabularies, nonetheless, the researcher found small amount of the lexical 

collocation in their transactional speaking. Out of 20 students, they produced 

614 sentences in totally which there were 179 lexical collocation found. 

Specificly, there were 77 lexical collocation if the repeated lexical collocation 

was separated. It was obtained from their answers of 18 questions were asked to 

them. 

From those lexical collocation, it were specified or categorized into 

six types. The sequence of the types of lexical collocation that students used in 

their transactional speaking from the higher amount of the words are, the first is 

the type 1 (adjective + noun), 41 lexical collocations, the second is type 2 (verb + 

noun), 27 lexical collocations, the third is the type 6 (noun + noun), 6 lexical 

collocations, forth is the type 5 (verb + adverb), 2 lexical collocations, the fifth is 

type 4 (adverb + adjective), 1 lexical collocations,  while the type 3 (noun + verb) 

were not found.  In other hand, the students were lack of lexical collocation. 

56 
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B. Suggestion 

1. For the students 

The students should enhance the frequency of using lexical 

collocation in transactional speaking, not only type 1 lexical collocation 

but also they have to use all of the types of lexical collocation because if 

they know about collocation it can make the easier to speak or express 

their ideas and also they spoken English can be more native-like. The 

students can also use the technology or using the internet as we are in the 

modern era which provided with sophisticated technology that facilitate 

the students to learn about the lexical collocation.  

2. For the lecturers 

The lecturers are expected to give an opportunity for the 

student to be taught about collocation in their transactional speaking 

especially lexical collocations before therefore they can use those 

collocation in their speaking or any subjects such as speaking subject. It is 

better if the lecturers provide lesson about collocation especially about 

lexical collocation. In other hand, the teacher is better provide the lesson 

plan about the collocation especially about the lexial collocation if there 

is still no material about collocation in the syllabus. 
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Appendix 1 

Interview Questions 

 

Research title: An Analysis of English Lexical Collocation in Transactional 

Speaking among Students of English Education Department at 

Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar 

Researcher:  Nurul Hidayah 

 

Let’s talk about your self 

1. Please tell me about yourself 

2. What do you like doing in your spare time? 

3. What do you usually do on weekends? Why? 

4. Do you prefer to be alone or to be with friends? Why? 

Let’s talk about your family 

5. Do you live by yourself or with your family? 

6. Can you tell me about your family? 

7. Who do you like in your family most? Why? 

8. What does your family usually do at weekends? 

Let’s talk about your hometown.  

9. Where is your hometown? Please tell me about it 

10. What do you like and not like about it? 

11. Is it a interesting place to live?  

12. Are you planning to live there in the future? 

Let’s talk about your study 

13. What do you study now? 

14. What do you like most about your study? 
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15. What’s the most difficult part of your study?  

16. Could you sum up your study habits? 

17. Do you think your present study is relevant to society? 

18. What kind of job would you prefer after graduation? Why? 
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Appendix 2 

Transcript Interview and Type of Collocations 

 

No. RESPONDENT 

NUMBER 

SENTENCES TYPE OF 

COLLOCATIONS 

C I SUGGESTED 

 01      

1.   I’m a student from Alauddin University and my 

major is English Education. 

-    

2.   If I have some free time, I usually watch drama, 

open social Media or watch youtube, just it. 

Type 1    - 

3.   I just usually help my parents like cooking, 

cleaning my home because I’m single child, no 

another one. 

-    

4.   I actually prefer to be alone. Type 5    - 

5.   I love the peaceful atmosphere. Type 1    Calm atmosphere 

6.   Yes, I live with my family, my mother, my -    
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grandfather, my cousin and me and my class. 

7.   I come from broken family. -    

8.   I really love all my family, but I like my mother 

because my mother is number one in my life, but 

another I like the most in my family is my uncle. 

-    

9.   We are caring my grandfather, cooking. -    

10.   I live in Bulukumba. -    

11.   My regency is very rich with natural beauty and 

there are many tourist attraction. 

Type 1    - 

12.   I often visit that the most I like, Bira beach. -    

13.   I like the histories place. -    

14.   Yes, it’s very interesting. -    

15.   I like the balance of the weather and the tourism. Type 2    Fair weather 

16.   Yes, I just live here. -    

17.   There is no reason to live another place. -    

18.   I study at Alauddin university. -    
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19.   My major is English Education. -    

20.   This is a hard choice for me because all of the 

lesson have a different level of difficulties. 

Type 1    - 

21.   I’m very difficult to understand. -    

22.   I don’t know why but it’s very difficult. -    

23.   I have no special in learning habit.     

24.   I really quickly understand the material when I 

listen. 

Type 7    Easily understand 

25.   The best time for me to learn is at night. Type 1    - 

26.   I learn at 8 p.m until midnight. -    

27.   I think depending on where we are in. -    

28.   I want to be a teacher. -    

29.   It’s my main goal of a child. Type 1    - 

30.   Hopefully, it will be achieved. -    

 02      

31.   Well, thanks for giving me this opportunity. -    
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32.   Let me to introduce my self, my name Iklimah. -    

33.   I’m twenty three years old. -    

34.   Right now, I’m a student in the final year in UIN 

Alauddin Makassar. 

    

35.   Then my major is English Education Departement. -    

36.   That’s all from me. -    

37.   I usually scroll up my phone, watching movie, 

cooking, and reading. 

Type 5    - 

38.   I just stay in my rent house with my friends. Type 2    Rented house 

39.   Sometimes we are cooking vegetable to eat with 

our friends. 

    

40.   We ask about something. -    

41.   I couldn’t sitting down by myself. -    

42.   I feel lonely. -    

43.   With my friends, I can talks with them and then 

share each other, about story and new knowledge. 

-    
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44.   I live with my grandfather and my grandmother. -    

45.   I have one big family. -    

46.   They are good and then friendly too. -    

47.   I usually discuss with my grandmother.     

48.   I always spend my time with my grandmother 

when I was child. 

Type 5    - 

49.   They usually go to field. -    

50.   they part the weekends for going to beach and then 

eat chicken with their friends. 

-    

51.   My home town is in Bima, West Nusa Tenggara, 

exactiy in Rupelambudu. 

Type 6    - 

52.   There are many forests over there too. -    

53.   I think I like all of them. -    

54.   They are so beautiful for me. -    

55.   I would like to looking for another places to live in 

the future. 

-    
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56.   I study English Education Departement. -    

57.   I talk English. -    

58.   I couldn’t use exactly vocabulary. Type 1    Rich vocabulary. 

59.   I talk with my friend and then enter the question 

from my friend. 

-    

60.   That is so difficult for me. -    

61.   I try to repeat what the native speaker said. Type 1    - 

62.   I found new information over there. Type 1    - 

63.   I write down it. -    

64.   I try to understand it. -    

65.   This is the modern era. Type 1    - 

66.   We would like to apply or looking for a new job. Type 5    - 

67.   We do really need English for equipping our 

passion. 

-    

68.   I prefer to be teacher or to be one of employee 

HRD in bank. 

-    
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69.   I would like to be a teacher too. -    

70.   I’m not sure. -    

71.   I would like to be a teacher in the future. -    

 03      

72.   In my family, I’m the oldest one. -    

73.   I have one brother and one sister. -    

74.   I like to reading manga, web comics, reading 

novels, and watching movie especially anime and 

drama somtimes 

Type 5    - 

75.   Mostly, I read manga. -    

76.   On weekends, I have two days -    

77.   It was Saturday and Sunday. -    

78.   I want to be alone. Type 5    - 

79.   I will be alone. Type 5    - 

80.   I want to be with friends. -    

81.   I will be with my friends. -    
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82.   It’s based on situation.. -    

83.   I’m an introvert person. Type 2    Private person 

84.   I will choose to be alone. Type 5    - 

85.   I do live with my family right now. -    

86.   In my family, there are six member, me, my 

sibling,  brother and sister, my father and my 

mother and my grandfather. 

-    

87.   Islam, they said mother, mother, mother, three 

times. 

Type 1    - 

88.   In my family, in my life, I would say mother five 

times and father. 

Type 6    - 

89.   My father got sick. -    

90.   We go to the beach. -    

91.   we go to the some destination. -    

92.   But since my father got sick, we just do like a little 

party with my family like make ‘bakwan’, maybe 

Type 1    - 
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‘mi ayam’ sometimes on the Sunday evening. 

93.   I was born in Bulukumba. -    

94.   But I was grewth in Selayar. -    

95.   My home town is Selayar obviously. Type 1    - 

96.   I was spending my childhood there.     

97.   I have a lot of friends there. -    

98.   I think there is no part I don’t like about home 

town. 

Type 1    - 

99.   It is a very interesting place to live. Type 1    - 

100.   The weather is so nice. -    

101.   The air is so fresh. -    

102.   You don’t need air conditioner. -    

103.   It’s already cold in the night. -    

104.   The people there is so friendly. -    

105.   I study English Education and other interesting 

stuff. 

-    
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106.   There is one lecture I really love from all of the 

subject I have learnt in collage, it is literature. 

-    

107.   The most difficult part of my study  is making 

thesis. 

-    

108.   Seriously it’s like too long done even I don’t know 

I was crying and something other like that. 

-    

109.   I always study together with my friends. -    

110.   Everyone already open the course everywhere. -    

111.   It’s like every one wants to learn English. -    

112.   To be honest, I really want to be teacher or a 

maybe lecture. 

-    

 04      

113.   I’m 23 years old. -    

114.   I just celebrated my birthday last night. -    

115.   Hopefully, this is my final year in university. Type 1    - 

116.   There is nothing actually in particular because I (a) Type 1    - 
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would like to spend my (a) free time to (b) 

watching movies or just laying on my bed with 

read a book. 

(b) Type 5   - 

117.   I think that’s all. -    

118.   Weekend is a rest time, so, I don’t have anything in 

particular in weekend. 

    

119.   I was just reading a book or watching movies. Type 5    - 

120.   I prefer to be alone because if I reading or writing 

something I don’t like people disturbed me or try 

to talk with me. 

Type 5    - 

121.   In some cases I want to be with my friend. -    

122.   For studying, I live alone, just me and my cat. -    

123.   But in my home town I live with my family or 

course. 

Type 1    - 

124.   I have one brother and two sisters. -    

125.   I’m the third child. -    
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126.   Not to mention, now I have three cats in my home 

and one cat again. 

-    

127.   It’s four cats now. -    

128.   I really love cat. -    

129.   I prefer to choose my cat. -    

130.   It’s going to be fair. -    

131.   I can’t choose between my family member. Type 1    - 

132.   But since my cat also my family member, I will 

choose my cat. 

Type 1    - 

133.   There is nothing in particular. -    

134.   We often share to clean the house. -    

135.   I sometimes get job to do a laundry, my sister the 

dessert, and my mom just clean the house, like 

that. 

-    

136.   I’m from Bulukumba. -    

137.   It’s well-known because our board as one of the -    
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biggest ship in universe, now it called Phinisi. 

138.   I like about my home town is because another 

destination like beaches and the culture like 

‘Kajang Ammatoa’.   

Type 1    - 

139.   I don’t like about it, most of people sometimes 

being concervative like whenever we get home, for 

example, my male friend drive me home, the 

neighbourhood will be like, “oh that’s her 

boyfriend” or something like that. 

Type 1    - 

140.   Well, in my neighbourhood, yes it is a very 

interesting places because people, even we are not 

family by blood but feel whenever something 

happened, so our neighbour will go to help them. 

Type 1    - 

141.   We have solidarity to the neighbor. -    

142.   Actually not, my parents told me to go beyond my 

living and interprete that don’t live here, go 

-    
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somewhere to build your own home, your own 

family. 

143.   I’m studying English Education, hopefully my final 

year please.  

Type 1    - 

144.   What I like the most is English literature course. -    

145.   I think everything I just like it. I enjoy because this 

is my passion.  

-    

146.   I have bad habit to get sleep around 8 until 11 

o’clock at night and then woke up to finish my 

paper or my work until in the morning.  

-    

147.   I have sleeping issue.  -    

148.   To think about it again, yes, it is relevant because 

English is compulsory subject for tourist in 

Indonesia and it is a compulsory thing to learn.  

- 

Type 1 

 

  

  

- 

149.   I have plan to become a teacher or lecturer or work 

in Indonesian Embassy because it’s my passion. 

Type 6    - 
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 05      

150.   I’m twenty three years old.   -    

151.   Now I’am a student.  -    

152.   I like to (a)make videos and sometimes I (b)watch 

video from youtube to (c)take inspiration. 

(a,b,c) Type 5    - 

153.   Actually, weekend is a time to clean and to the 

laundry especially for me as student just sometimes 

take a nap. 

Type 5    - 

154.   Okay, I like to be with friends because I feel like 

very happy if someone with me, but if I’m alone I 

feel like lonely. 

-    

155.   I now live with my sister. -    

156.   I have mom and dad and I have four siblings.  -    

157.   I like my dad because he never angry with me. -    

158.   In (a) early morning, my dad and my mom go to 

the garden  and my sister make (b) fried rice and 

(a,b)Type 1 

(c)Type 5 

  

  

 - 

- 
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my younger brothers they (c) watch tv. 

159.   We do our own stuff. -    

160.   So I live in Sinjai. -    

161.   It’s far from the capital city of Makassar. Type 1    - 

162.   It tooks five or six hours trip and the place is very 

like country-side place. 

-    

163.   I like because there are two seasons every year and 

I really love it and I don’t like the place is too 

silent and not many people pass by. 

-    

164.   So,it’s really like in the forest. -    

165.   There are many (a)interesting place to live but 

actually sometimes people can afford it because 

it’s far from the (b)capital town our city. 

(a)Type 1 

(b)Type 1 

   

  

- 

Major town 

166.   Of course, I’m planning to. -    

167.   I study about my thesis.     

168.   About my study I like to meet my friend, I like -    
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listening subject. 

169.   I don’t like grammar, just it. -    

170.   Yes, It’s relevant in some occasion, it’s relevant to 

society who want to study English, who take 

English, who teach English I mean, like that. 

    

171.   Maybe being a teacher or an employee because 

that’s all what I have studied just about English. 

-    

172.   So, I just want to be an English teacher or an 

employee in English field. 

Type 1    - 

 06      

173.   In my (a)spare time, I like to (b)watching movies 

or maybe drama, and sometimes there is no new 

drama or movies, so I listening to music or maybe 

reading some book.  

(a)Type 1 

(b)Type 5 

  

  

 - 

- 

174.   I think it is just the same like I do in my (a)spare 

time because I did not (b)have any schedule. 

(a)Type 1 

(b)Type 5 

   - 
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175.   Mostly, I like to be alone. Type 5    - 

176.   I did not very like to being social or maybe like 

going out of my home. 

-    

177.   I just like doing things alone. -    

178.   I live with my family. -    

179.   My family is likely like others’ family, we often 

fight each other but never angry too long. 

-    

180.   There is nothing special but we usually always sit 

and casually sharing and chatting about every 

single things that come up in our minds. 

-    

181.   I like, maybe, my little brother. -    

182.   I like playing with children so that’s why I like my 

little brother. 

-    

183.   We do things on ourselves. -    

184.   We did not have any schedule like going out or 

maybe have fun together, we don’t really have time 

Type 5    - 
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for that. 

185.   Actually my home town is in Maros city. Type 1    - 

186.   There is some area, it is name Bajubodoa so I live 

there and I born there too. 

-    

187.   I live there until graduated from elementary school 

and then move to Gowa, Barombong. 

-    

188.   What I really like about my home town is because 

the environment and the weather there, it’s not 

really hot like in Makassar right now. 

Type 1    - 

189.   What I didn’t very like about my home town is 

because there is so much toxic people or maybe we 

can say that they really asking about our privacy. 

Type 1    - 

190.   When I’m still a child, I’m being raised there, I like 

it because it’s interesting to play with or I really 

like to climb the tree there. 

- 

Type 5 

 

  

  

- 

191.   But now it’s not a really different with city like -    
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Makassar, it’s not interesting anymore. 

192.   Maybe not, I don’t really like to being in the same 

place for a long term. 

Type 1    - 

193.   I like being in a new place.     

194.   I study English.     

195.   Actually, I like language. -    

196.   I like to learn language like English, maybe 

Korean, Chinese, Japanese. 

Type 2    - 

197.   Of course, because it is different from our mother 

language. 

Type 6     

198.   It is really difficult to understand sometimes. -    

199.   I think when I’m doing my project or maybe doing 

task or maybe studying on myself, I like to 

(a)listening to music because it’s make me more 

relax, I (b)enjoy the moment, and it’s make me 

more focus. 

(a,b)Type 5    - 
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200.   I think yes, because now is, we entering the global 

world. 

-    

201.   I think actually good when we have known English 

language. 

-    

202.   I mean because now that’s need when we buying 

technology or maybe something, the instruction is 

in English, it’s very difficult to understand. 

-    

203.   So, knowing English language is really important. -    

204.   I think it’s very good. -    

205.   Because I’m learning English Education, so my 

future goal is being a teacher. 

Type 1    Ultimate goal 

 07      

206.   I was from Polewali Mandar regency and I’m the 

eighth semester of English Education Department. 

-    

207.   I really like to listen to music and watch the 

podcast on youtube. 

Type 5    - 
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208.   I usually use my weekend to sleep but the long 

time because sleep in a long time is one of take a 

rest. 

Type 5    - 

209.   I prefer to choose alone because I think it’s so easy 

and I’m feeling so free when I’m alone. 

    

210.   I live with my family.     

211.   My family consists of my father, my brother, my 

sister, and me. 

-    

212.   I really like my father’s way to teach me about how 

to share love with his sons and daughter. 

    

213.   He teach me how to be the real man to share with 

another people, how to be the adult person. 

    

214.   My family usually do in weekend is clean the 

home, my house. 

    

215.   This is the treatment of my father to spend time. Type 2    - 

216.   My home town is Polewali Mandar regency and my Type 1    - 
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village is Pambusuang. 

217.   I think I really like in Pambusuang village. -    

218.   It’s really really religious culture and I think I 

don’t have something that I don’t like in my 

village. 

-    

219.   Yes, it’s really really (a)interesting place to visit 

my village because in my village, there is 

(b)beautiful place to “ngaji” the Islamic book and 

we can say in Indonesia “kitabgundul” and we can 

share and discuss about Islam in my village.  

(a,b)Type 1 

 

   - 

220.   I think stay and live in my village because I’m 

really enjoy to live in my village. 

-    

221.   I study in eighth semester in English Education. -    

222.   I think English is very attractive language and I 

think with English language I can go abroad. 

    

223.   My difficult part of my study is, if we (a)talk about (a)Type 5    - 
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the subject, I think listening is the (b)difficultest 

subject for me because I really decrease when I 

study listening in my class. 

(b)Type 1   Difficult subject 

224.   If we talk about study habit, I think I, it’s like 

deadliner. 

-    

225.   I really really prepare when I brought the task one 

day before I collect it. 

-    

226.   Yes, I really believe that my present study is really 

really relevant to society because with English 

Education Department, I can share some 

informations from abroad to another people, to the 

society. 

-    

227.   I can find the way how to build, to take the value 

from around the world. 

-    

228.   To be honest, I want to be a lecturer because I 

think it’s really really suitable with in my regency 

-    
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because in my regency there is a new campus, the 

new university, STAIN, so I think that university 

need the lecturers. 

229.   So, I think it’s one of the lucky chance to me, 

lucky opportunity. 

-    

 08  -    

230.   I’m majoring English Education for bachelor 

degree. 

    

231.   In my spare time, I like to do something like my 

hobby, I like to painting or drawing 

Type 1    - 

232.   I also like to watch movie. Type 5    - 

233.   Mostly in weekends, I prefer to do like doing my 

hobby like I just stated because weekend have a 

long time period. 

Type 1    - 

234.   So, I spend my time reading a novel or book, and 

watching movies. 

Type 5    - 
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235.   Personally, I prefer to be alone. Type 5    - 

236.   I’m not a kind of someone who enjoying in a public 

places with surrounding with many people. 

Type 1    - 

237.   I personally feel like doing nothing by myself like 

self-healing rather than that surrounding in 

crowded. 

-    

238.   I live with my family. -    

239.   Sure, I live with my parents and my younger sister 

and we mostly spend time together that we have 

and then doing our personal matter, mostly in the 

weekend night actually. 

Type 5    - 

240.   I prefer to choose my mother. -    

241.   She is the most lovable. -    

242.   At the weekend, we rarely spend time together 

because we do our personal matter like I’m doing 

my hobby, my sister doing her hobby.  

Type 5    - 
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243.   My home town is in the little village called 

Soppeng. 

Type 1    - 

244.   My village is located in Soppeng. -    

245.   It is small but very beautiful village especially with 

the landscape and it’s nature landscape. 

    

246.   The thing I like about my village because it’s 

surrounded by mountain. 

-    

247.   There is a lot of mountain there. -    

248.   So, it’s have a beautiful view and what I don’t like 

is there is less public places, you can’t go to the 

caffee, something like that. 

Type 1    - 

249.   Sure, it is a very interesting place to live.  Type 1    - 

250.   Personally, I have another plan to going outside. -    

251.   I mean, experience another places but when I’m 

getting older, I will back to my village. 

-    

252.   I’m studying English Education Department. -    
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253.   To be honest, my favorite subject is 

Psycholiguistics. 

-    

254.   The most difficult part of my study is every subject 

need to be written in English and need to be spoken 

in English. 

-    

255.   So, I have to struggle at the first year with that 

thing.  

-    

256.   Mostly I didn’t do procrastination, I’m the kind of 

that person. 

-    

257.   I don’t like putting my homework or assignment in 

the last minute before the deadline. 

-    

258.   Then, I mostly spend my time after studying in the 

classroom doing my assignment first then I use my 

personal time doing another thing. 

-    

259.   Yes of course, my present study is very related 

with society because I also have a passion teaching. 

-    
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260.   So, I can teaching my neighbourhood English and I 

also have community service that mostly about 

English Education. 

-    

261.   After graduation I have a plan to be a lecturer or a 

teacher, since teaching one of my hobby and I also 

feel like getting a job as a teacher is not only about 

getting a job but it’s the reason life. 

-    

 09      

262.   You can call me Fitria and I’m right now, I’m a 

student in English Education Department 2017. 

-    

263.   So this is the final year in UIN Alauddin Makassar. -    

264.   During my spare time I like to do something 

beneficial especially like, for academic purposes. 

Type 1    - 

265.   So, I like to read a book and I like to upgrade my 

skills especially in English like for reading and 

some skills in related to skills in English language. 

Type 5    - 
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266.   So, weekends people usually called ‘me time’, so, 

it’s me time for me too. 

-    

267.   So, in the ‘me time’ I like to do my hobbies.     

268.   I have several hobbies related to sport like going 

for swimming or do cycling or even cooking, I love 

cooking very much.  

-    

269.   Actually, I choose both but most of that I prefer to 

be with my friends because when I’m with them I 

feel very happy and then we can share many things 

too. 

-    

270.   We can laughing together and many things to 

shares. 

-    

271.   I think I got happiness with them. -    

272.   I have been living with my family.     

273.   I live with 4 members, there are my father, my 

mother, my brother, and my sister. 

-    
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274.   People said that I’m sure I’m so grateful because I 

have a lovely family. 

-    

275.   They are very supportive whatever I do especially 

in academic and my study. 

-    

276.   They always support me with many types of 

facilities. 

-    

277.   So I think I’m proud with them and I will make 

them proud of me too. 

-    

278.   Actually it’s hard question because I love all of 

them. 

-    

279.   But because I have been living very close with my 

mom so my mom is the most favorite. 

-    

280.   I can get many part of happiness. -    

281.   My mother is supportive and very lovely mom. -    

282.   So, actually my family is like kind of busy family. -    

283.   All of them are hard worker person. -    
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284.   So, actually, we don’t have time in a certain time 

too like family gathering so we just do our 

business, our own business. 

Type 2    

285.   So, I live at Barombong village. -    

286.   People say that village. -    

287.   It’s a strategic place to live because not too far 

from the city center. 

-    

288.   But, actually we can find many tourists attraction 

destination like if you want to go beach, we can 

find a beach and it’s not like bad weather because 

it’s far away from pollution. 

Type 2    - 

289.   So, I really love in my village. -    

290.   Mostly I like very much about the atmosphere, I 

like the neighbourhood in my village because they 

really live peacefully and not for go cheating, not 

negative part or thing. 

-    
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291.   So, I like my neighbour. -    

292.   I like the tourist objection or tourist attraction.     

293.   What I don’t like from my village is that too far 

from the city center. 

-    

294.   So, I would like, the access to go to like my 

university or go to the school, go to the cinema in 

mall is quite far. 

-    

295.   Yeah sure, I can say that interesting place to live. Type 1    - 

296.   Yes, I am dreaming to live in this village.     

297.   I would like to build my village so that improved 

by my contribution. 

-    

298.   I am studying at UIN Alauddin University. -    

299.   English is my major. -    

300.   Because I like very much language especially in 

English, I’ve been learning from elementary school 

so the things that I like, I like to (a)learn new 

(a)Type 2 

(b)Type 1 

  

  

 - 

- 
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language, especially in English because English is 

(b)foreign language. 

301.   I like to learn many skills in English like reading, 

listening, speaking. 

Type 5    - 

302.   Actually, there is no very difficult to talk because 

this is already my basic in English. 

-    

303.   So, it’s already like learning before the class begin. -    

304.   Because I’m not a really book-holic so I study like, 

in the night study fifty minutes so I prepare my 

study, my material. 

    

305.   So, I can be active at the class, because one of 

evaluation  by the lecturer is the activeness. 

-    

306.   Actually, to be honest, it’s not too very related to 

society, because this language, and kind of old 

scientifical knowledge. 

    

307.   After graduation, I am planning to be a lecturer     
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especially in English language and I also want to be 

an entrepreneur. 

 10      

308.   I’m the first children and I’m a student. -    

309.   I always doing cook.     

310.   I always go to forest, -    

311.   I mean go to hangout alone. -    

312.   Yeah, I prefer to choose to be alone because I can 

feel the real relax and I don’t like noisy situation. 

Type 5    - 

313.   Now, I live alone in my rent house. Type 2    Rented house 

314.   But if in my house, I live with my family.     

315.   Well, I have two mothers actually and I have five 

brothers and we live with my step-mother. 

-    

316.   I love my father, he always give me advice about 

everything especially about my study. 

-    

317.   Sometimes we go out to swimming pool or go to     
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the beach or anywhere. 

318.   My home town is in Jeneponto. Type 1    - 

319.   For the first, I like my home town because the 

wind. 

Type 1    - 

320.   Jeneponto have a hot temperature.     

321.   It’s the thing that I don’t like from my home town. Type 1    - 

322.   It is not interesting to live. -    

323.   No, I’m not planning to live there in the future. -    

324.   I focus to do my proposal. -    

325.   Actually, I like the phonetic lesson. -    

326.   The most difficult part is memorizing vocabulary 

for the last study. 

-    

327.   I have a bad habit actually, I always coming late. -    

328.   Yes of course, the reason, in the future we will 

teach our student and our student can diligent, 

smart, and they are the representative to translate 

-    
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to their parents, maybe there is a ‘bule’ coming to 

their house. 

329.   I prefer to choose to be tour guide and I will 

touring all around the world. 

-    

330.   I love to hang out, I have many places that I want 

to come. 

Type 5    - 

 11  -    

331.   Mostly I spend my time for doing my hobbies and 

my obligation as final student. 

Type 5    - 

332.   On weekend, I do like a teaching online and joining 

some webinar. 

    

333.   I prefer with my friends because I’m one of the 

person who like a discuss and then mostly I’m with 

my friends in my community of English. 

-    

334.   Right now, I live with my friends in dormitory. -    

335.   About my family, I right now, I’m with my mother, -    
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grandmother, and grandfather because my parents 

already divorced. 

336.   I like all of them. -    

337.   But I choose mother, because it’s the important 

and everything. 

-    

338.   Actually, on weekends, usually we make a little 

party like make food. 

-    

339.   My home town in Barru regency on Galung village. Type 1    - 

340.   Where it’s a small village, around 15 km from the 

central city. 

- 

Type 1 

  

  

 

City center 

341.   What I don’t like from my home town is probably 

about educational support because we have bad 

internet connection. 

Type 1    - 

342.   It’s interesting because we feel like self-healing 

and then there several good destination that we can 

visit. 

-    
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343.   Of course, I have planning to live there whatever 

the condition because that I have already search 

about my village even I cannot find the educational 

support but that’s my obligation to build that 

village better. 

-    

344.   I prefer to work there.  -    

345.   I study English Education Department at UIN 

Alauddin Makassar. 

-    

346.   The most thing that I like in PBI is about speaking. -    

347.   I think that student who study in English 

Education is full of English but the reality we 

(a)learn about Indonesian language, maybe in UIN 

we (b)learn about Islamic, Arabic language, there 

are several lesson not related with English. 

(a,b)Type 5 

 

   - 

348.   My study habits is discussion, make a group 

discussion and then I like writing. 

-    
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349.   The fact of me, I like study outside the class not in 

the class. 

-    

350.   In the class probably I’m not too suitable with the 

environment of my class. 

-    

351.   I just attend the meeting. -    

352.   I think it is relevant because English is about 

communication, and then in our society, we have 

to communicate or we have to speak up to the 

people. 

-    

353.   After graduation I have two planning. -    

354.   Those are, continue my study and build my village. -    
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355.   Now, I’m in eighth semester. -    

356.   I usually read book and watch movie. Type 5    - 

357.   Actually, I rarely go out on weekend, so, I just stay 

at home and do what can be done. 
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358.   Sometimes, I like to be alone but when I feel bored, 

I prefer to be with my friends. 

Type 5    - 

359.   Because now I’m overseas so I live overseas. -    

360.   Well, there are four people in my family. -    

361.   Those are my father, my mother, my younger 

brother and me. 

-    

362.   My father work as a labor environment and my 

mother as a house wife, and my younger brother is 

still grade four in elementary school. 

Type 6    - 

363.   I like everyone in my family, so, I can’t choose. -    

364.   Because my parents is farmer, so, go to the garden. -    

365.   I’m from Jeneponto. -    

366.   Jeneponto is one of the largest city. Type 1    - 

367.   Also, Jeneponto is famous for horse meat or also 

known as ‘gantalajarang’. 

-    

368.   Even though I live in Jeneponto, but I don’t like -    
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‘gantalajarang’. 

369.   I like vocation in my (a)home town because those 

are beautiful and also I like because in my (b)home 

town is many mountain and I like travel. 

(a,b)Type 1    - 

370.   Of course Jeneponto is perfect for people who like 

wide areas and gardening. 

-    

371.   No, I want to live in another city. -    

372.   Now, I’m focus on the final semester lecture. -    

373.   I like speaking lesson. -    

374.   As you know that the most difficult is the stage of 

compiling the thesis. 

-    

375.   Because I’m a discipline person, so, if I have a job 

or homework, I will do it according to the schedule 

that I have made. 

-    

376.   Yes, sure, because as we know especially in my 

village they said that if we know how to speak 

-    
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English, it’s very ‘oh my God!’ because they think 

that English is very difficult. 

377.   So, there are no many people who can speak 

English. 

-    

378.   I want to be an employee in a company although 

I’m from English Education but actually I don’t 

want to be a teacher. 

-    

 13  -    

379.   I was born in Bulukumba 7 July 2000 and now I’m 

twenty years old. 

-    

380.   When in my spare time, usually, if I’m not sleep, I 

always using my phone like scroll in my social 

media like Instagram, in my whatsapp. 

Type 5    - 

381.   I think I usually do like that. -    

382.   In weekends, usually I clean my room or organize 

my room. 
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383.   Actually, I love both of them. -    

384.   If I’m with my friend, I like it. -    

385.   But if my friend go somewhere, or I’m alone, 

usually I like it too. 

-    

386.   Actually, for the final year, I live with my family 

but before I live alone. 

-    

387.   Well, my family, there is my mom, my father, I’m 

the first children, and I have two little sister and 

two little brother.  

-    

388.   Actually, I don’t know about who I like the most 

because I think, 

-    

389.   If I can say maybe my little brother, they are so 

cute. 

-    

390.   They cheering me up like when I feel sad. -    

391.   Actually in my family, it’s same between work 

days and weekends. 

-    
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392.   It’s like we are maybe work, my father work in 

farmer, my mother in home, I’m and my sister and 

my younger playing in our home. 

-    

393.   Well, my (a)home town  is in Bulukumba and I 

think almost all of people in Sulawesi Selatan 

knows about Bulukumba because Bulukumba is 

famous with the (b)beautiful place, like beautiful 

beach. 

(a,b)Type 1    - 

394.   I like all of about my (a)home town, the 

(b)beautiful place, the people in my (c)home town 

and I think there is no one I doesn’t like about my 

(d)home town. 

(a,b,c,d)Type 1    - 

395.   Actually, I don’t know about the other place in 

Bulukumba to live, but in my village I think it’s a 

good place to live. 

Type 1    - 

396.   Actually I’m not. -    
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397.   I’m studying in English Education Department, so 

I study English. 

-    

398.   Actually, I’m not sure about that because I’m in 

the final year so just like as usual. 

-    

399.   The most difficult part, maybe like, since senior 

high school, actually I love to study English 

because it’s a new things to learn about English. 

-    

400.   But when I enter English Education Department, I 

think that my improvement in English is too slow. 

-    

401.   That’s difficult for me when I learn. -    

402.   My study habits, maybe when I want to memorize, 

I have to memorize the material, the vocabulary. 

-    

403.   But that’s why I won’t live in my society before. -    

404.   Because I think in my village, the people doesn’t 

think that English is important. 

-    

405.   Maybe after graduation in English Education -    
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Department, actually, I plan to apply scholarship to 

continue my education. 

406.   But if I doesn’t  make it, I will work, like, to be 

teacher maybe, or private teacher, maybe like that.  

-    

 14      

407.   I’m student of Department English Education UIN 

Alauddin Makassar. 

-    

408.   I live in Gowa regency. I’m twenty years old. -    

409.   I just playing phone, sometimes I reading online 

like notepad, like that. 

-    

410.   Actually there is nothing something specific, like a 

normally, I just playing phone and laying on the 

bad. 

-    

411.   I prefer to be with my friends because, you know, 

it’s so bored when we spent our time alone. 

Type 5    - 

412.   So I prefer to be with my friends. -    
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413.   In Samata, I live alone. In my home town, I live 

with my family. 

Type 1    - 

414.   My father’s name is Huzain. -    

415.   My mother’s name is Rohani and I have one 

brother, little brother. 

-    

416.   His name is Adnan Agustiawan. -    

417.   Who I like the most, let me say my father. -    

418.   I think he is so cool father but sometimes he is so 

sweet. 

-    

419.   So, I really love him. -    

420.   Yeah, like a normal family, there no something 

specific, just stay at home and maybe there is no 

something special. 

-    

421.   I live in Garing, Gowa regency, like Tompobulu 

district. 

-    

422.   This is a cool place so, I like here. Type 1    Great place 
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423.   I really like cold weather and then let me say, we 

don’t need to buy some food like vegetable because 

we plant it by ourselves though. 

Type 1    - 

424.   What I like is like a normal village, the people who 

live in this home town is really kind and they wil 

help us when we got some trouble. 

Type 1    - 

425.   So, I like to live here and I don’t find yet what I 

don’t like in my home town. 

Type 1    - 

426.   Yeah of course, for me, it’s a really interesting 

place to live. 

Type 1    - 

427.   Yes of course, because mostly my family live in 

here so I want to live here too. 

-    

428.   I’m study English Education. -    

429.   I like when I hear people using English language, I 

think it’s good. 

    

430.   Writing is the most difficult part of my study. -    
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431.   I like to study with my friends and let me say I’m 

deadliners. 

-    

432.   Actually, I always finish my task one night before 

the deadline. 

    

433.   Yes of course, because we are millenials and we 

really need English like we are English Education, 

it’s really important in the future. 

-    

434.   So, we can use English language in our daily 

activity. 

-    

435.   When I was junior high school, I choose I want to 

be a teacher but now I want to be an administrative 

but maybe I will be a teacher. 

-    
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436.   Sometimes people call me Rahmi or my classmate 

used to call me Fila. 

-    

437.   Now, I’m in eighth semester and now I stay in     
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Samata. 

438.   Scrolling Whatsapp an also scrolling my friends on 

Facebook status or story in Facebook and also in 

Instagram and also I like to listen music maybe. 

Type 5    Listen to music 

439.   In my weekend, I used to clean my room, wash my 

clothes, shoes. 

    

440.   Actually, both of them, sometimes I like to be 

alone and I like to be with friends. 

Type 5    - 

441.   Actually, I live by my family because I’m still a 

student and I don’t have any job, maybe after 

finishing this study I get job soon, so that I can pay 

myself. 

-    

442.   My mom is Fatimah and my dad is Madi. -    

443.   In the family, I’m the last child.      

444.   I’m the only one girl, I’m only one daughter in my 

family. 

-    
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445.   I have two brothers, I don’t have any sisters. -    

446.   Actually, I love them so much, maybe there is no 

difference. 

-    

447.   Yeah, we were together in home town. Type 1    - 

448.   Now I’m in Makassar and they are not with me 

now, I’m not with them now. 

-    

449.   There is no specific activity in our weekend.  -    

450.   Bima, West Nusa Tenggara. -    

451.   Actually, it’s so far from here. -    

452.   Actually, I like Bima. -    

453.   In Bima there are many beautiful view that visited 

by foreigner, by many people there. 

-    

454.   What I don’t like because Bima is so hot, maybe 

you may search in google, the hottest nature in 

Indonesia maybe Bima. 

-    

455.   Yeah so far, I think that many is (a)interesting (a,b)Type 1    - 
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place, many (b)beautiful places. - 

456.   Actually, I have plan to live there and I also plan to 

live here. 

-    

457.   Yeah because my background is English Education, 

now I’m in eighth semester, of course I study 

English. 

-    

458.   Actually, something that I like the most in my 

study is learning about grammar. 

-    

459.   I prefer writing than speaking, maybe that’s why I 

like grammar. 

-    

460.   Maybe something difficult in my study is about 

speaking. 

-    

461.   Maybe some people have same experience or same 

thought with me. 

-    

462.   My habit when study, when I found new words, I 

used to write it on my book or my small note then I 

-    
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stick them in my wall. 

463.   Actually, I think that English is not relevant for the 

all people or the society in generally. 

-    

464.   But it will be relevant on the people or new 

generation who is still study such as junior and 

senior high school around my village. 

-    

465.   Actually, there are some jobs that I want too after 

graduation, one of them is to be teacher in the 

future. 

-    
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466.   I’m from Bulukumba but I live in Samata Gowa. -    

467.   Now I’m twenty one years old and I’m in the 

eighth semester of English Education Department 

Alauddin State Islamic University of Makassar. 

-    

468.   My hobby is dancing, playing phone, and sleep. -    

469.   I just sleep or (a)take a nap and I like reading (a)Type 5    - 
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novels and playing phone (b)every time. (b)Type 1   - 

470.   Sometimes I just doing nothing or sometimes I just 

stay at home. 

-    

471.   Sometimes I just like to be alone. Type 5    - 

472.   But sometimes I just like with my friends because I 

more enjoy with myself. 

-    

473.   In my (a)home town, I like with my family but in 

my (b)boarding house, I live with my friends. 

(a)Type 1 

(b)Type 1 

   

  

- 

Rented house 

474.   I have a family of five people. -    

475.   My father name is Ahmad Ali.  -    

476.   My mother name is Nurliyah Dahlan and I have 

one brother and one sister.  

-    

477.   My brother name is Ridwan Nur Amal and my 

sister name is Reina Putri.  

-    

478.   Actually, I like all my family but who the most in 

my family I like, I like my mom because the person 

-    
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that I really love is mom. 

479.   My mom is everything and I always want to be 

beside my mom.  

-    

480.   In weekend, my family just stay at home or 

(a)quality time with (b)watching TV or clean the 

house or (c)take a nap. 

(a)Type 1 

(b)Type 5 

(c)Type 5 

 

  

  

  Spend time 

- 

- 

481.   My home town is Bulukumba regency but 

especially in Bontotiro district, more specific is 

Hila-Hila. 

Type 1    - 

482.   Bulukumba is one of beautiful city because very 

much beach and there famous beach, one of them is 

Bira, Bara, Marumasa, Apparallang, etc., very 

much tourist visited the beach and Bulukumba 

famous with the culture namely Kajang Ammatoa.  

Type 1    - 

483.   I like it all of my (a)home town and there is 

nothing I’m not like about it because my (b)home 

(a)Type 1 

(b)Type 1 

  

  

 - 

- 
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town is really beautiful.  

484.   It’s really interesting place to live. Type 1    - 

485.   Yes, I want. -    

486.   I’m study at English Education Department. -    

487.   I just like my major and all of my friends.  -    

488.   Difficult part of my study is doing thesis and all of 

requirements to pass because college in Aalauddin 

State Islamic University is very difficult.  

-    

489.   Actually, my learning style is visual learning style 

because sometimes I’m a lazy person. 

-    

490.   So, I want lecturer give me some assignment to be 

study. 

-    

491.   I don’t like working deadliner.  -    

492.   I think it is very relevant because English is very 

crucial in the future especially we become teacher. 

-    

493.   I just want to be a English teacher but if I can’t to Type 1    - 
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be English teacher, I want to be employee worker. 
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494.   I like in the (a)spare time, (b)watching movie, 

actually. 

(a)Type 1 

(b)Type 5 

  

  

 - 

- 

495.   Sometimes I usually in weekends with my family 

because I think family is important my life. 

-    

496.   So, I try to spend time with them. Type 5    - 

497.   Actually, I usually prefer to be with friend, because 

I think when I with my friend I usually find a new 

thing and also I like to tell a lot of interesting 

thing. 

-    

498.   Right now, I live with my family. -    

499.   In my family, I have six family members. Type 1    - 

500.   I'm the first child of four siblings.  -    

501.   I have two brother and one sister. -    

502.   And my father is a teacher then my mother is a Type 2    - 
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house wife.  

503.   The most I like in my family, my father and 

mother, because without them I won't exist in this 

world, and also they are always motivate me.  

-    

504.   Sometimes all of my family in my home. -    

505.   I and mom often make a cake, also cooking and 

after that we invite others family to visit our home.  

-    

506.   My home town is Jeneponto Regency, and as we 

know that Jeneponto famous with the horse city.  

Type 1    - 

507.   I think I like it very much Jeneponto have a 

beautiful view and green mountains.  

-    

508.   So, I like it very much. -    

509.   I don't like all the street in my village, broke, and 

until now the government has not yet attention.  

-    

510.   I think many interesting thing in my village. -    

511.   Actually, there are many people visit my village, -    
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and maybe the view or the scenery are beautiful. 

512.   Honestly, I'm not interested to live in my village. -    

513.   Now, I'm study at Alauddin State Islamic 

University and my major is English Education 

Department 2017.  

-    

514.   I like reading.  -    

515.   The most difficult in this study, I think, speaking. -    

516.   Why I say that, because when I want to say 

something, it's hard to say.  

-    

517.   In my study habit is, I read something for example 

novel and then I record my voice and after that I 

turning the voice recording.  

-    

518.   I think in my study is very relevant.  -    

519.   When after graduation, I think I want to be a 

teacher because teacher is very enable job.  

-    

 18      
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520.   I am the student of English Education Department 

of UIN ALAUDDIN Makassar.  

-    

521.   I live in Samata. -    

522.   In my (a)spare time, I usually do an activity like 

(b)watching Korean drama or Indian movie or 

sometimes I (c)watch music video from 'Boyfriend' 

boyband or girlband Korea. 

(a)Type 1 

(b)Type 5 

(c)Type 5 

  

  

  

 - 

- 

- 

523.   Actually, I always gathering together with my 

friends to talk each other about our story. 

    

524.   I don't like to be alone because it is very lonely for 

me.  

Type 5    - 

525.   So, I always waste my time with my friends.  Type 5    - 

526.   I live with my family.     

527.   In my family, I have five siblings. -    

528.   There are four boys and two sisters include me. -    

529.   My mother's name is Maryam and then my father's -    
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name is  Muhsin.  

530.   I also have grandfather, my grandfather's name is 

H. Kadri.  

-    

531.   In my family, I like my mother and my sister the 

most because only them that I told my story if I 

have a problem. 

-    

532.   They give me a solution and help me to cover my 

problem. 

-    

533.   In weekends, I and my family actually don't have a 

special activity.  

-    

534.   But, sometimes if we feel bored, we usually 

playing card or watching TV and we go to 

gathering together.  

Type 5    - 

535.   My home town far away from here.  Type 1    - 

536.   My home town is North Luwu exactly in 

Belaobaru. 

Type 1    - 
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537.   I most like the market because in the market, there 

are much food and then I Like to eat Food.  

-    

538.   What I don't like in my home town is, I don't like 

the society that's make noise.  

Type 1    - 

539.   If they ride a motor cycle, sometimes they make a 

noise, I very disturb of them.  

-    

540.   Yes, of course. -    

541.   Yes, I'm planning to live there in my future. -    

542.   I study now is an English subject. -    

543.   I most like in my study is, learning about English 

especially in Grammar.  

-    

544.   That is Speaking, It is very difficult for me. -    

545.   My habit in study, usually I just listening what 

lecturer say.  

-    

546.   If it is interesting I save it and I can understand it.  -    

547.   But if, it is difficult for me, I will easy to forget -    
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about it. 

548.   I think my study is relevant to the society because 

the society in my hometoun is very need an English 

teacher.  

Type 1    - 

549.   I would like to be an (a)English teacher in my 

(b)home town. 

(a)Type 1 

(b)Type 1 

  

  

 - 

- 

 19      

550.   I come from Pangkajene. -    

551.   I have two brothers and I'm the oldest. I Love K-

POP. 

-    

552.   I prefer my father because he is the closest to me 

than others. 

-    

553.   Usually, we share our experience, like what I did 

on campus or tell a funny story.  

-    

554.   I Live in Pangkajene. -    

555.   That is a small vilage and bit far from the city of -    
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Pangkajene. 

556.   I like the air and the water because it still free from 

pollution.  

-    

557.   But, I don't Like the neighbours. -    

558.   Sometimes they are too annoying or loud when 

they turning on the music throughh the speakers 

till midnight. 

Type 5    Play the music 

559.   Of course, it is an interesting place to live.  Type 1    - 

560.   Maybe, I will live there in the future. -    

561.   I study Speaking.     

562.   I like Listening. -    

563.   The most difficult parts of my study are Phonetics 

and Structure.  

-    

564.   I Like studying after sleeping because I can 

concentrate when other people are silent. 

-    

565.   So, I usually study at 3a.m. in the morning.  -    
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566.   It is yes. -    

567.   I want to be a teacher. -    

568.   I Like teaching, especially in the kindergarten. -    

 20      

569.   I'm a tall girl, thick eyes. -    

570.   I’m not extrovert person, but I’m also not introvert 

person. 

Type 2    Private person 

571.   I'm in the middle. -    

572.   Recently, I’m just thinking about my draft 

proposal, how to finish it. 

Type 2    - 

573.   That's what I think in all the time. -    

574.   I'm watching movie or anime and eating. Type 5    - 

575.   I’m not going vacation, I'm just in my house with 

my family. 

-    

576.   I prefer both of them. -    

577.   But sometimes, I want to (a)be alone with myself (a)Type 5    - 
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or sometimes I want to with my friends, actually 

my (b)best friends. 

(b)Type 1   - 

578.   But, I always feel lonely, so I prefer to be with 

friends.  

-    

579.   I live with my family.     

580.   In my family, there is my father, my mother, my 

little brother, and me.  

-    

581.   We are four members.     

582.   My father's name Amiruddin.     

583.   He is a teacher, (a)history teacher and my mother 

is (b)house wife. 

(a)Type 1 

(b)Type 2 

  

  

 

 

- 

- 

584.   And my little brother, his major is Biology 

Education. 

-    

585.   I'm the oldest child in my family.     

586.   My mother, maybe, because my family character 

each other is complicated. 

-    
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587.   But, mother always be with me even though she is 

mad of me but she still loves me.  

-    

588.   We have different activities on weekend. -    

589.   For me, I like watching. -    

590.   My Little brother, he is doing his task and my 

mother do her work in house. 

-    

591.   And my Father eating and watching TV about the 

news. 

Type 5    - 

592.   We are always stay at home.  -    

593.   We rarely go out.     

594.   My home town located in West Sulawesi. Type 1    - 

595.   The capital city is Mamuju. Type 1    - 

596.   I think West Sulawesi is peaceful home town than 

South Sulawesi because South Sulawesi is so 

crowded with people end vehicle. 

Type 1    - 

597.   But my home town is just a small village. Type 1    - 
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598.   What I like first, my home town is not crowded 

with vehicle, so the air is always clear. 

Type 1    - 

599.   What I don't Like, there are many broken roads and 

there is no pet clinic because I love animals very 

much and my pets always getting sick and there is 

no pet clinic. 

-    

600.   So, I'm sad about that. -    

601.   There is "PulauKaranypua" and it is a beautful 

place to live maybe.  

Type 1    - 

602.   I'm not. -    

603.   I study my major, English Education.     

604.   Firstly, this is not my choice, not the major I 

wanted. 

-    

605.   So, I don't have the most I like in my study, also 

I'm not intent to be a teacher. 

-    

606.   But I think I should be a teacher in the future. -    
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607.   Actually, all the part is difficult but for me, the 

most are grammar and speaking. 

-    

608.   I think it is a bad habit because I'm using strategy 

of "Sks" (Sistem kebut semalam). 

-    

609.   I khow this is a bad habit. -    

610.   But, now I try to changing my habit. -    

611.   Like, I always reading what I don't know or article 

to do my draft Proposal. 

Type 2    - 

612.   I think not because this is a small town and people 

don't really care about English. 

Type 1    - 

613.   Of course, I want to become a teacher because my 

major is teacher, how could I become a doctor, it is 

nonsense. 

-    

614.   And teacher is a good even though there are many 

difficult things to become a professional teacher. 

Type 1    Competent 

teacher 
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